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OP SOCIETY CHAIRMAN’S PASSAGE THROUGH 2018
With the end of the Centenary Year, one
might have been forgiven the thought that
the passage of 2018 might be a little less
event filled. Looking back on what I have
enjoyed over the last 12 months, this was
not the case.
In mid-February, I enjoyed an evening with
the OP Military Group at the Naval Club,
arranged by Dan Holloway. Despite having
a civilian in their midst they were most
welcoming and I was impressed by the turn
out, one guest coming from the West Indies
and another from Nigeria.
In mid-March, I was happy to participate
in the College Careers Day. This provides
Sixth Form students with a day to consider
their opportunities beyond the portals of
Pangbourne College. For those who are
uncertain, this event can assist in giving
thought to such important matters.
For the annual OP Society event, Robin
Knight secured Pelham’s at Lord's Cricket
Ground. We were fortunate with the
warm spring evening which allowed us to
admire the condition of the pitch, in the
process of being prepared for tests against
Pakistan and India. That same weekend,
the OP Yacht Club held their annual event
at Cowes which serves to remind how well
supported is the OP sailing fraternity.
June proved to be a most enjoyable month.
I attended the commemoration of the
closure of HMS Worcester. This event
served to remind that we are the “last
man standing” of the Conway Worcester
Pangbourne Association, thanks in no
small part to the decisiveness of the
College Governors back in the day and the
Headmasters who have steered her since.
And then to the RY Britannia Gala
Weekend. This was a masterpiece. Tony

Morrow - last commander of the Royal
Yacht prior to her decommissioning - gave a
most insightful after-dinner speech
about life on the royal yacht whilst in
service with the Royal Family. This was
followed by a similarly informative and
amusing speech from our Guest of Honour,
royal biographer Richard Hardman.
I thank both Robin Paine and Tony
Morrow for arranging this event which
ran like clockwork.
On 4 July, I attended Henley Regatta as a
guest of the Headmaster, a “first” for me.
Henley was a great event made all the more
memorable by our trip along the course in
a Dunkirk little ship, MB 278, now owned
by the College, looked after by OP Andrew
Adams and in pristine condition. Next was
Founders’ Day on 7 July. You will recall
that we had our best summer since 1976
and this simply added to the splendour of
the day. The Guest of Honour, Air Chief
Marshal Sir Andrew Pulford GCB CBE, was
clearly impressed by the standard of drill as
well as those students with whom he had
conversation.
Sadly, our oldest OP Keith Evans died on
26 June 2018. His funeral was well attended
by OPs and the address given by his son
proved to both amusing and moving in
equal measure. On 18 September there was
a Memorial Service in the Falklands Islands
Memorial Chapel where it was discovered
that Keith was the second oldest veteran of
the HMS Hood Association.
A Family Day was held at the College
on 16 September which proved to be a
popular event. In the afternoon, I took
the opportunity to visit Lionel Stephens
at Coombe House, his new residence. His
powers of recollection are still formidable
and he told me that at one stage he could
recall the names of up to 1,500 OPs!

Our OP Society Committee meeting of 6
October allowed me the opportunity of
clambering to the top of Devitt Tower. I had
never been to the top platform and whilst
the weather was not exactly conducive, the
views still remained indelible. My thanks to
Stewart McKane for arranging this.
Remembrance Sunday: when I contrived
to be late. Thanks to Robin Knight for
stepping into the breach on my behalf
and laying the OP wreath. This event was
marked by the usual superb standard of
the march past and high quality of the
band. The 20 November saw forty of us at
the Turf Club for the over-60s OP lunch,
arranged by Mark Dumas. This event never
fails to impress and Mark must be thanked
for all his efforts on our behalf.
My thanks to all the OP Society Committee
for their stalwart support; to Thomas for
all he has done and continues to do for the
College, its excellent position in no small
measure due to his hard work; to Karen for
her support of both me as Chairman and of
the Society; to Anne Huddart and Joanne
Whitmore, who administer and arrange;
to Richard Shuttleworth our President;
to Pip Smitham for his dedicated years as
Treasurer, to new Honorary Vice-President
Robin Paine, and to Ian Williams although,
hopefully, we have fooled him into remaining
in our tent in an Honorary capacity!
I would urge all OPs to visit the College
in 2019. See for yourselves what a fine
condition it is in.
David Nicholson (64-68)
Chairman OP Society
Issue 49 2019
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WELCOME FROM THE HEADMASTER
The year 2018 may not have brought quite
the levels of heady excitement as the 2017
Centenary Year, but there were many
excellent events, results and achievements,
a few of which I will highlight here.
First, though, I do include a final Centenary
event, which took place at the College over
the weekend of 14-15 October 2017. This
was the Centenary Flower Festival in the
Falkland Islands Memorial Chapel. It took
many volunteers several hundred hours
and needed thousands of blooms, and the
result was a spectacular visual display which
cleverly told the story of Pangbourne past
and present using a mix of floral displays
and historical artefacts. Over 1,000 visitors
came to see the festival, and some of the
best images are featured on the covers of
this edition of the OP Magazine.
Academically, the College achieved
excellent A Level and GCSE results in 2018.
A full roundup of the results is included in
the Campus Life section of this magazine,
but suffice to say they reflected the
commitment of our teachers, all of whom
were grappling with new (and unknown)
GCSE specifications and A Level syllabi,
and the hard work of the pupils. The overall
results were excellent, including nearly 50%
grades 9-7 (former A*-A) in the new GCSE
specifications, and there were some superb
individual achievements which allowed at
least 75% of our Upper Sixth pupils to take
up places at their first-choice universities.
We will see what the 2019 exam season
brings but, as I write, we have received good
news from Oxford in the form of an offer
from Corpus Christi College for one of our
current Upper Sixth to read Chemistry.
On the creative side, the year was marked
by polished and confident performances.
A large cast and crew performed ‘Arabian
Nights’ over three nights in February, a
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fitting finale for Drama Scholar, Bertie Pugh.
He left having helped run the technical
side of drama productions since arriving in
Dunbar seven years ago. We also revived
Divisional Drama after a long hiatus. The
Music department had a busy year, including
the usual Carol Service and College
Sunday choir performances, parades for
the Marching Band, Divisional Music and
concerts featuring a variety of ensembles.
Very informal Tea Concerts, held about once
a month in the Nancye Harding Recital Hall,
provided a relaxed way for pupils (and staff!)
to perform something they were currently
working on and receive helpful feedback
from those attending.
In the sporting arena, there were good
performances from a number of teams
and individuals across rugby, hockey,
netball, rowing and riding, highlighted in
the Campus Life section of this magazine. I
accompanied the rowers to the prestigious
Head of the Charles Regatta in Boston,
Massachusetts, in both October 2017 and
2018, at which we had the opportunity to
meet OPs and Pangbourne families in the
area and cheer OP rowers as well as current
Pangbournians. We hope to attend again in
2019, and will make sure we let OPs know
in advance.
Much of my attention last year was focused
on refining and publishing our Pangbourne
College Development Plan 2018-2023.
This sets out the direction and priorities
of the College for the next five years, and
a hard copy of the Development Plan
is included with this magazine. We are
working towards four main aims: (1) growing
to 500 pupils by adding the equivalent of
a girls’ division; (2) continuing to improve
our teaching and learning; (3) continuing to
improve our curriculum (including the nonacademic curriculum and boarding); and
(4) continuing to improve our facilities.

To this end, we have taken an early decision
to change the College timetable by ending
our current practice of a full morning
of Saturday lessons. From September
2019, Saturday mornings will be primarily
for sport matches and training. The
lessons we currently teach on Saturday
mornings will be moved into the working
week, which will remove the disruption
to teaching and learning caused by half
terms, overnight leaves or early match
departures. It will also create more ‘down
time’ at weekends, positive for the mental
health of all concerned. We retain our
commitment to being a boarding school
and a full programme will be available for
full boarders and others who do choose to
stay in at the weekend. College Sundays will
also remain unchanged.
We have begun the work on our facilities
through an upgrade to several areas of the
College familiar to generations of OPs:
the Study Area, Science Department and
swimming pool. These are illustrated and
described in detail in the accompanying
Development Annual Report.
OPs are, of course, always welcome to
visit and see the changes. Please do let the
Development Office know if you would
like to visit (development@pangbourne.
com / 0118 976 6795) and we can ensure
someone is available to show you around
and answer any questions you have.
Thomas Garnier

OP NEWS
In order to publish as much news submitted by OPs as possible, many individual entries have been edited and shortened. Thank you to
all OPs for your submissions, please send news items for the 2020 OP Magazine to development@pangbourne.com

HONORARY OPs
David Nicholson and Merrick Rayner visited PETER POINTS at his
care home just before Christmas 2018. Just before this magazine went
to print, we were very sorry to hear of his death. A full obituary will
appear in the 2020 OP magazine. All OPs are invited to a celebration
of Peter’s life at the Falkland Islands Memorial Chapel, Pangbourne
College, on Thursday 9 May 2018 at 14:30 followed by light
refreshments in Drake Hall. RSVP to development@pangbourne.com
Also now resident in a care home, LIONEL STEPHENS is in
contact with many OPs and was also grateful to receive a visit from
the OP Society Chairman before Christmas. He is happy to receive
OP visitors and would love to hear from OPs (Coombe House,
Streatley or 07340 926151).

1930s
COMMANDER A A (TONY) PEARSE (37-40) joined the
Royal Navy in 1941 and spent his first two years onboard HMS
Warspite. This ended at the Salerno Landings during the Italian
campaign where the ship was very badly damaged by German
bombs. Further wartime years passed in convoying, followed by
two years of bomb disposal work in Grecian waters and two years
as Commanding Officer of HMS Royal Arthur, the Petty Officers'
school. In 1976 he retired from the Navy and joined Camper &
Nicholsons (the luxury yacht business) as a salesman, eventually
becoming sales director and travelling to 31 countries. He retired for
a second time in 1992 and wrote his memoir From Stormy Seas to
Calmer Waters, reviewed in this issue.

1940s
TONY PICKERING (45-48) writes: “I left the sea in 1957 and
became a market gardener, with no previous knowledge. I got a
contract to grow tomatoes and lettuce for M&S. My nursery was
on the A38 and a friend said “look at all those cars passing by - why
not sell 'em some bedding plants?” This I duly did and in 1968, I
turned the nursery into a Garden Centre. I was able to buy a yacht
and return to my first love - the sea. I took my Contessa 32 and
spent a year in the Med, before returning to England to start up a
business called Pinks by Post. After an article in the Mail on Sunday
the business expanded rapidly - customers even included the
Mountbattens! I sold up and retired at the age of 77, and now spend
most of my time making model ships.”

ERIK BOND (45-49) writes: “I left the College in 1949 and joined
the Port Line. I took my Second Mate’s ticket and promptly left Port
Line to join the RAF. I trained as a navigator in Canada, and spent my
16 years in Bomber Command. I served in 73 Sqn Canberras, 44 Sqn
Canberras and 55 Sqn Victor’s.”

1950s
GEORGE HOGG (48-51)
writes: “I am now at the end of
two long and successful careers,
firstly the Royal Navy (1952 to
1988) and secondly as a museum
volunteer (1990 to 2017), when
I retired as a founder member
and longstanding Trustee of
George Hogg (48-51)
the National Maritime Museum
Cornwall. In June this year I was awarded the Victory Medal from the
Society for Nautical Research for my efforts to record and save historic
ships and small craft. This is, I believe, a first for Pangbourne.”
After a spell in the electrical branch of the Royal Navy,
TOM TRIBE (48-52) read engineering at Cambridge and
qualified as a patent and trademark attorney. As a patent attorney
he started out in industry (Philips Electrical and then Unilever) but
later went into private practice where he became a partner in one of
the leading London intellectual property law firms. The job covered
all sorts of technology and associated legal questions, obtaining
patent and trademark rights throughout the world for clients/
inventors, and advising on contentious infringement issues.
PETER TAMBLING (50-53) marched (complete with sword) at
age 82, this time in the Weymouth Remembrance Sunday Parade.
It was the cover photo in the local Echo newspaper. He writes: “I
am just recovering from a heart attack… I sadly lost my wife recently
to cancer after losing my eldest son Christopher in 2015, also to
cancer. Christopher holds the record of being the youngest (14) to
play his own music to a full house in the Albert Hall. His organ and
choral music is still played and sung all over the world, published by
J.Butz.verlag.bonn.”
RICHARD HOLWORTHY (50-55): After leaving NCP he had
37 more years in uniform, first with the King's Shropshire Light
Infantry and then with its successor The Light Infantry, where one of
his Commanding Officers was Brian Lowe (46-51). Military service
Issue 49 2019
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took Richard all over the world,
including; Kenya, Borneo,
Singapore, Malaya - now part of
Malaysia - Mauritius, Northern
Ireland, Nigeria, Whitehall, Sri
Lanka and Seychelles. Richard
married Sue in 1975 and they
have 4 daughters, 4 grandsons
Richard Holworthy (50-55)
and a granddaughter. They
moved to southwest France
in 1995, where they ran a property management business for 10
years, finally retiring in 2007. He now golfs and gardens amongst
the vines, prunes and sunflowers. With all the family living in UK,
Richard and Sue aim to return home next year.
MALCOLM MACKENZIE (52-55) writes: “On leaving the
College I joined the merchant fleet. I obtained my Extra Master's
certificate in 1966 and sailed as a Master until 1969 having been
in command of seven ships over four years. I then had 20 years
with Montreal’s Fednav Ltd, followed by four years running my
own chartering business. Subsequently, I had two years with
the Hellespont Steamship Corp. of the Papachristidis family of
Montreal. This service brought me to Greece where my wife and I
have rather taken root. I am fully employed in shipping; I write for
four local journals, teach at a nautical training school for masters
and mates, represent the world’s largest marine environmental
protection company in Greece and work on various consultancies.
The sun shines almost daily and my wife enjoys the swimming and
the life. Our three sons live in North America.”
PATRICK EVELEGH (58-61) writes: “RICHARD
SCUDAMORE (63-66) is still using his marine engineering skills
and experience working with a towage company that is mainly
employed in the Northwest Shelf. This is mainly with Wheatstone
and Chevron in the Gorgon offshore gas project. I am now fully
retired and have handed in my teaching credentials, having worked
intermittently, when needed, over the last three years doing marine
safety and security courses as well as STCW revalidation courses for
AMSA. My last pilotage runs
were up in the East Kimberleys
in early 2016.”
The President of the OP
Society, RICHARD
SHUTTLEWORTH
(57-62), descended the side
of the new Royal London
Hospital on 15 September 2018
Richard Shuttleworth (57-62)
to help raise funds for London’s
Air Ambulance. He said: "It was great fun and 305 feet vertically
down. The best bit was looking down as I swung into space. 50
years ago, I used to have Royal Marines doing the same thing from
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my helicopter and had always wanted to try it. I have raised about
£1,400 for London’s Air Ambulance, much more than I expected."

1960s
NICHOLAS COURTNEY (58-62) writes: “in October 2018 I
was awarded my PhD from the University of the West Indies. My
thesis was entitled ‘The Island of Mustique 1645-1995: A Study
of the Historic and Economic Changes’. While many of my friends
were awarded their doctorates in the 1970s, I received mine IN
my seventies. Although the author of some twenty-five works of
non-fiction, I have to admit that I did not know what hard work was
until I started writing the thesis. I am now ‘translating' the academic
language of the thesis into more readable prose for the official
history of Mustique.”
In 2018, JOLLYON COOMBS
(59-63) took on his sixth
fundraising challenge in the
last 15 years and says it really
is his final fling on behalf of
humanity. Over the course of
one week, he rowed one mile
for each year of his age (72).
This equalled 56 Olympic
Jollyon Coombs (59-63)
rowing courses (2,000 metres
each), or eight per day! He used the College Boat Club as his base,
and successfully raised over £20,000 for two charities: The St
Paul’s Cathedral Chorister Trust and The Feltmakers Charitable
Foundation.
SEAN GAY (60-64) writes: “After the NCP I spent almost 10
years serving in cargo, passenger and cruise ships with Union
Castle & Clan Line, including the rather surreal experience of
sharing a bridge with my former ship construction and stability
teacher W C ( Flush) Rimmer – him 2nd Mate and me 3rd
Mate! Coming ashore after Master’s exams, I entered the City
of London, first as a shipbroker and later twenty years as MD of
OT Africa Line (OTAL) serving the Bulge of Africa port range
from Mauritania to Cameroon. I am now retired and a City &
Westminster Guide. I am a liveryman and the Hon. Historian with
the Worshipful Company of Shipwrights along with RICHARD
GIVAN (57-60), MERRICK RAYNER (68-73), CHARLOTTE
BUTTERWORTH (90-92) and very recent Lord Mayor
JEFFREY EVANS (now LORD MOUNTEVANS) (61-66). A
certain Thomas Garnier is also a Shipwright!”
JOHN MACNAMARA (60-65) writes: “After Pangbourne, I did
a six-year short service commission in the RAF Regiment. In 1973, I
decided to go into the offshore oil and gas industry. The gas fields
were in full swing and first oil had just been discovered in the North
Sea; the rush for black gold was on! I completed a commercial

diving course and never looked back. From hands on diving and
subsea intervention, I went into project management. This took
me to several places in the world, and was a fascinating industry
to be involved in; dynamic, exciting, frightening sometimes, at the
forefront of new technologies and very rewarding. I wound up my
last project in 2014. Today I live in Lymington. I’m married with a
son, daughter and four grandsons, and all live very nearby. We run a
busy baby and dog sitting service! Sailing is my main preoccupation
and I’m an active member of the OPYC.”

him the opportunity to visit a number of East German and Russian
regiments. Since 1993, he has taught in a preparatory school, spent
twenty years in a sales environment and run his own DIY business
(The Gentleman Jobber). Retired since December 2017, Jeremy
now does charity work and local volunteering. Life is geared to
working the farm and garden, grandchildren and as much fly fishing
as he can fit in. Jeremy and his wife run a very upmarket B&B in
Dorset and OPs are welcome to come and stay (10% discount):
www.manorfarmbnb.com.

MIKE SMITH (60-65) has written a new business book, to be
published by Routledge Greenleaf in the summer of 2019. Its
title is Leading with Integrity: Stories of Inspirational People and
Organizations. It will be Mike's fourth book on ethical values in
business and the economy. In it, he quotes the ethical convictions
of CHRIS WESTON (77-82), Chief Executive of Aggreko
temporary energy company and former CCCC. The book's blurb
states: "Readers will be inspired by the 45 case stories of how
human motivations in business have transformed practices for
the better." Mike also spends time speaking at conferences and
organising business events, themed around encouraging social and
ethical values in business. During this year, Mike and his wife Jan
are moving from Wimbledon, where they have lived for 35 years, to
the village of Brockham near Dorking, Surrey, to live closer to their
daughter Chloe and her family. Their grandson Theo will be two
years old in September.

MARK SYRETT (64-68) and his wife Helen took their ‘gap year’
in 2013 and spent two years sailing around the world on their boat
Marita III. They visited 36 countries and had many wonderful (and a
few nerve wracking!) experiences. The full piece written by Mark is
well worth a read, but is unfortunately too long to publish in full here.
It has been added, with images, to the OP website available at www.
pangbourne.com/community/old-pangbournians/news-about-ops.

TOM WOOLLEY (61-65) writes from Scotland about his
company Targe Towing: “We started the tug business 30 years ago.
Since then we have operated tugs in the NE of Scotland, Indonesia
and the Thames. We are the longest continuous serving contractor
to the Forties Pipeline System (24 years). Our contract, renewed
last year, was expanded to include all marine services at the Hound
Point Crude Oil terminal in the Firth of Forth. We purchased five
vessels last year, four to service the expanded role at Hound Point
and one for Aberdeen. She, the KITTIWAKE, is such a dream to
handle that I decided to carry out the revalidation courses to renew
my Master’s ticket. We had six of the eleven tugs on the HMS
Queen Elizabeth for her departure from Rosyth.”
COLIN HOWARD (61-66) wrote in with news of his classmate
TIM HAWKINS (61-66): “If you Google ‘The Yellow Bike - Tim
Hawkins’, you will see some amazing photographs and descriptions
of his current journey the length of South America on the west coast.
Tim is a professional photographer and more, basing himself on the
South Island of New Zealand. Another OP doing excellent stuff!”
After a full career in the Army to the age of 45, reaching the rank of
Lieutenant Colonel, JEREMY MOGER’S (62-66) final tour was
as the Liaison Officer to the German School of Armoured Warfare,
BLOGAS (British Liaison Officer German Armour School). He was
there from 1989 – 1993, when the East German Army was being
integrated into the Bundeswehr (West German Army). This gave

From SHAUN MAYNARD (60-64), OP Society Overseas
Representative for South Africa: “RICHARD BROOKE-HART
(64-69) has sold his ships’ agency business in Durban, his yacht
and home and after 40 years in South Africa is returning to the UK,
where he has bought a cottage near Lymington.”

1970s
JIM BLANCH (67-72) writes:
“Leaving the College, I was
unsure what to do. On the
advice of my father, I ventured
off for an interview with the
Blue Star Line. I thought it
would be for three years…
Jim Blanch (67-72)
46 years later and I’m still at
sea! I was with Blue Star for
seven years, and then secured a job as a Second Officer with P&O
Normandy Ferries. On a February morning at 05:00 I turned up at
Dover to start on cross channel ferries. After two days to learn the
job I was left alone on the bridge to fight through a mass of ships
coming down the SW bound traffic lane. It could have gone either
way but fortunately for me (and everyone else on board) I managed
to find a gap to squeeze through without hitting anything. In 1998, I
joined Wightlink Isle of Wight Ferries, and was promoted to Master
in 2000. I have worked with many other OPs, including ROGER
JANES (48-52), GARTH MCDONALD (59-63), the late
PAT ADAIR (56-60), CHRIS LEDSAM (66-70) and GEOFF
MEADWAY (68-71). Sir BILL GIBBONS (61-66) had been the
General Manager at Wightlink. I am currently serving on our latest
(and largest) addition to the fleet, Victoria of Wight.”
MERRICK RAYNER (68-73), former Chairman of the OP
Society, writes: “In September a number of OPs gathered in Pienza,
Italy for the wedding of Catherine Paterson, eldest daughter of
Issue 49 2019
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ROBIN PATERSON (69-73). Also in attendance were recent
CCCC OLIVIA PATERSON (13-18), JAMES PATERSON
(02-09), JOHN FISHER (68-73), and MIKE ANDERSON
(69-72). Current Pangbournian Georgia Paterson was also present.
Since stepping down as Chairman of the OP Society I have become
a Non-Executive Director of Scorpio Tankers, a publicly listed
company on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) which controls a
fleet of over 100 oil tankers. In addition, supported by SEAN GAY
(60-64), I have been doing some tanker related expert witness
work involving maritime disputes.”
JONATHAN MILES (69-73) wrote to the College: “In 1973 I took
an RAF cadetship when studying for my first degree in Mechanical
Engineering at Portsmouth Polytechnic (as it was then). I held the
cadetship attached to Southampton University Air Squadron for
one year until I failed my first-year exams. I changed courses at
Portsmouth, retook the first year and completed my degree before
taking a Masters at Aberdeen in Offshore Engineering and changing
careers to the oil industry. I have been running my own company,
Argo, since 1995. I recently also started a new company with my
daughter called Sailing Southwest developing GPS tracking for
everyday sailors. I have moved from Tiverton in Devon and now live
in the Bideford area.”
After Pangbourne, PROFESSOR CHARLES “CHAS”
WILLIAMSON (69-74) studied Ship Science at Southampton,
then a PhD in fluid mechanics at Trinity College Cambridge. He
went on to Caltech in Pasadena, California for 6 years. In 1990 he
became a Professor at Cornell University, New York state, one of
eight Ivy League universities. He was in the Hall of Fame for ICSA
Collegiate sailing in 2015, and won New York Professor of the
Year in 2006, meeting Hillary Clinton in the Senate. A research
laboratory was named after him in October 2017, and he plans to
retire in about four years.
MICHAEL DUCK (69-74) sent in two images of himself and
LORD MOUNTEVANS (61-66) at two events in Hong Kong late
last year.

Michael Duck (69-74) and Lord Mountevans (61-66)

As well as taking up a role as Hon Sec to the OP Society,
JONATHAN SPENCER (73-77) married Helen Weir on
29 September 2018. The Blessing Service took place at the
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Chapel Royal, St James’s
Palace. Jonathan was also
involved in the May 2018
Royal Wedding as a behindthe-scenes correspondent for
the BBC. With his in-depth
knowledge of the extended
Royal Family and customs,
he was one of the people
whispering in the ear of the
television presenters as they
explained the day on air.

Jonathan Spencer (73-77)

Melodic rock band The Room, featuring ANDY ROWE (71-78)
on bass guitar, signed to White Star Records on a two year record
deal. The deal secures the release of the band’s third studio album
Caught By The Machine,
recorded at Outhouse Studios
in Reading. Andy formed the
band in 2010 with singer Martin
Wilson and guitarist Steve
Anderson. They saw success
with their 2012 debut album
Open Fire and 2015 follow-up
Beyond The Gates. They then
Andy Rowe (71-78)
performed with the likes of
Inglorious, Focus, Lifesigns and Soft Machine.

1980s
BARNEY SPENDER (76-81) wrote to the College with news
about a fellow classmate: “American avant-garde band Pere Ubu is
currently on tour in Europe with clarinet player DARRYL BOON
(76-81) part of the line-up. He began playing the clarinet at the age
of nine and found a home in the
College Marching Band. A main
influence was John Helliwell of
Supertramp which encouraged
him to pick up the saxophone.
“I also learned piano and
guitar in case I became Roger
Hodgson,” he says. Darryl
studied performance at Trinity
College of Music, London.
Darryl Boon (76-81)
He then played in wind
ensembles and orchestras, and jazz with clarinettist Wally Fawkes.
On returning to England after time in Europe, he ran open jazz
jams where he first performed with David Thomas, the inspiration
behind Pere Ubu.
A BBC feature about the renovation of the Hogwarts Express
from scrapyard engine to movie star highlighted the role of

JAMES SHUTTLEWORTH (77-81), instrumental in the rescue
and renovation of the train. The GWR 5972 Olton Hall “was in a
hell of a state after being sat for nearly 20 years in a scrapyard. As
renovations go, it was nothing out of the ordinary. But then Warner
Brothers came along.” James told the College: “I went down to see
the art director at the studio. They were in the process of building
the set and it became clear that this was a big movie with big money,
by a British production team with big names. And it was a big
studio; they took over the studio next to Bond.” After playing a role
in all of the films, the GWR 5972 now lives at the Warner Brothers
Studios in Leavesden. James is co-author of a new book, On the Iron
Road to the Isles: The story of the 'Jacobite' steam service on the West
Highland Line, released on 24 October 2018.
SIMON FIDLER (77-82) writes: “I joined the Bank of England
after Pangbourne and then moved to the Financial Services
Authority in 1998 when banking supervision was transferred to the
new regulatory body. I joined Lloyds Banking Group in July 2010
to work on the ‘carve-out’ of TSB and left there in June 2017. After
some interim roles I am now the Chief Risk and Compliance Officer
at ClearBank, the first (new) clearing bank for 250 years, based in
the Gherkin in the City, a role which I’m thoroughly enjoying.”
CHRIS WESTON (77-82) is chief executive of Aggreko, a FTSE
250 company. He revealed better than expected 2017 results
for Aggreko in March. Aggreko is the world’s biggest temporary
power provider, based in Glasgow, and supplies mobile power
plants to cover temporary outages or to satisfy increased demand
during major events. Profit before tax was £195 million, with group
revenue increasing 14% to £1.7 billion.

Peter Lowe (81-86)

PETER LOWE (81-86) swam across the Channel on 25 July 2018
from Dover to Calais in aid of Cancer Research UK. He has raised
more than £4,000 for the charity. Peter was a keen rower whilst at
Pangbourne and in 1997, he was on the cover of the OP Magazine
after rowing the Atlantic. He said: “On the day we had fantastic
weather and the sea temperature was reasonably warm. Mentally,
it was tough. I saw France after 8 or 9 hours and knew it would be
5 hours to go, and I remember thinking ‘don’t look up’.” In the end,
Peter completed the swim in just under 14 hours.

JIM BRYCE & CHARLES ASHWANDEN (both 81-86) both
raced the Olympusman, a Half Ironman race in Cyprus. Starting
at sea level, the race finished after 3,000m of climbing at the top
of the Olympus peak. Charles, coming off the back of winning his
age group at Ironman Louisville and qualifying for the Ironman
World Championships 2019, finished 7th in 6 hours 47 minutes,
with Jim finishing 11th in 7 hours 19 minutes. They report that they
are desperately trying to beat the ageing process and toasted their
sporting achievements with some quality wine.
In December 2017 TOM COPINGER-SYMES CBE (82-87),
the Army’s Head of Operations based at Army HQ near Andover,
was promoted to the rank of
Major General. His brother
BRIGADIER GENERAL
RORY COPINGER-SYMES
(79-83) was made a CBE in
the 2019 New Year Honours
List.
WILL SKINNER (82-87)
was directly involved in the
May 2018 Royal Wedding of
the now Duke and Duchess of
Sussex. His family Savile Row
tailoring company, Dege &
Skinner, were commissioned to
make the Blues & Royals frock
coat worn by Prince Harry.
The four page boys were made
a scaled-down version of the
Rory Copinger-Symes (79-83)
adult uniform. Will explained
how labour-intensive the making of an adult frock-coat was: “It took
one lady, one week, to create the intricate hand embellishments
on a pair of sleeves. The sleeves, collars and back alone involved
50-60,000 stitches and 150m of braid.” Most of the fittings
were done in advance, except for the two Canadian page boys
who were only seen for the first time the Wednesday before the
wedding on Saturday. There was, of course, a great deal of press
speculation, but all those at Dege & Skinner kept quiet. Will was
even interviewed by a journalist ahead of time and asked what he
thought the Duke of Sussex might be wearing! He responded with
3 different scenarios - all of which were possible but none was the
actual one.
HUGO MAHONEY (83-88) has been appointed as CEO of
Brakes UK, the leading foodservice distributor. Their delivery fleet
of vehicles supplies pubs, restaurants, hotels and catering outlets all
over the country. With over 10,000 vehicle movements a day and
6,000+ staff, it is a big operation. Any OPs who have businesses
that need supplying are welcome to get in touch! The appointment
follows a year at Brakes as Chief Commercial Officer.
Issue 49 2019
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Mark Hamilton (88-93)

1990s
MARK HAMILTON (88-93) was appointed to HMS Queen
Elizabeth, the Royal Navy’s largest aircraft carrier, as the
Commander (Marine Engineer) in December 2018. At over
65,000 tonnes, 283 meters long and with enough electrical
generation capacity to power a town the size of Swindon, HMS
Queen Elizabeth is the largest warship ever to be built in the United
Kingdom. Mark’s two year appointment will see the ship continue
with its transition from a ship undergoing sea and flying trials to an
operational aircraft carrier, ready for its first deployment in 2021.
Mark read for a BEng(Hons) at the Nottingham Trent University,
before joining the Royal Navy in 1998. He has since completed an
MBA at Cranfield University and an MA in Defence Studies at the
UK’s Defence Academy, Shrivenham.
CAROLINE SPANTON (96-98) has been appointed head of
football development by the FAW (Football Association of Wales)
Trust. The former head of Welsh women’s rugby will lead a team of
six tasked with increasing participation. The FAW Trust aim to see
half of the children in Wales playing once a week by 2024. “There is
enormous appetite for football in Wales,” said Spanton. “We need
to think of ways in which we can help clubs throw open their doors
to get whole families playing” she added.
LT CDR RICHARD
HURMAN (93-00) celebrated
his 18th Naval Birthday at the
end of September. He was
interviewed by the College:
“I joined the Royal Navy on
24 September 2000 straight
after leaving Pangbourne
College. 2018 marked 18 years’
Richard Hurman (93-00)
service and also the point
where I have spent over half my life serving. I celebrated at sea
conducting operational sea training with my ship, HMS Grimsby (I
am Commanding Officer), to prepare my crew for a seven month
deployment to the Arabian Gulf starting in December. Pangbourne
was a big influence in my decision to join the Royal Navy. Seven
years at the College was the best preparation for a career in the
Royal Navy. Three elements really stick out: leadership, core values
and living in close proximity with others.”
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JAMES LEWIS (96-01) writes: “I got married on 17 November
2017 to Amy Latchman. Most of my groomsmen were OPs! They
were: RUPERT MERRITT (96-01), Best Man EUAN ROLLO
(96-01), DAMIAN STUBBS (96-01), JON DEACON (96-01)
and KEN MASUNO (97-01). I went to Exeter University to study
Statistics & Management. I have worked in various industries since
then but for the last five years I’ve co-owned and run a cardboard,
paper and plastic recycling business called Ecogen Recycling in
Hampshire with WILLIAM NICHOLLS (97-01).”

2000s
On 30 June 2018, JAMES CHARLES ASH (95-02) married
Miss Natalie Ann Canham in Wallingford. The reception was
at the Beetle & Wedge, Moulsford, followed by a trip from
Budapest - Dubrovnik interrailing for their honeymoon. OPs included
Best Man NICK SOLOMIDES (97-02) and Master of Ceremonies
ALEXANDER FROST (97-02). James & Natalie begin their married
life with their black lab, Maisie, in Upper Basildon.

NICK SOLOMIDES (97-02) writes: “In
2018 I started a pub/restaurant company, and
we have opened our first site in Berkshire. I am
currently investor, payroll, finance & sourcing new
sites among other duties. We are Brucan Pubs
Ltd, and our first pub is The Greene Oak, just
outside Windsor. Along with Jamie (Executive
Chef) and James (Operations Director), we are
aiming to open our second site early 2019, also
in Berkshire. It is great to have our first restaurant
in Berkshire, bringing me back to where I was
raised, schooled in and still have so many friends
Nick Solomides (97-02)
including many OPs. The Greene Oak is open for
lunch, dinner, drinks & private events 7 days a
week with a regularly changing menu: http://www.thegreeneoak.co.uk/ ”
In September 2018, DON SOMNER (Honorary OP) reunited
with two of his former pupils. In Cornwall, he met with NATALIE
and NADIA ZEINI (99-04). He reports: “Natalie and Nadia
completed their College rowing careers in a very successful four, including
CAMILLA SHARROCK (née HAYNE, 97-02) and KATIE
SPYROU (99-04). Natalie is now a first responder with the Devon
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Natalie and Nadia Zeini (99-04) with Don Somner (Honorary OP)

and Cornwall Police Force. Nadia lives in Darwin, Australia, and was over
visiting with her son, Jack.”
For the past two years RICHARD MORRICE (02-04) has worked
in the City of London as a broker with RKH Speciality, one of the world’s
leading speciality line brokers. Prior to this he was Director of Energy &
Renewables at Tempest Jones Consulting in Leeds. After earning a degree
in Applied Social Sciences from the University of Birmingham in 2007, he
became a partner in OneBrightDay, an executive search company focused
on ethical and green issues. This led him to a year’s employment with
Lightbulb Investments Ltd, a company specialising in supporting start-up
ideas generated by the further education system.

University, where he also worked as a sales consultant for Aspire Group, he
joined West Ham United FC in 2014 and remained with the club for three
years. In October 2017 he moved to Twickenham as an account manager
for England Rugby Hospitality, official match day hospitality provider in
the newly redeveloped East Stand.

2010s
In the most recent series of University Challenge, former Senior Scholar
JESSICA BROWN (07-12) was on the Exeter University team in their
televised first round match against Warwick. She is currently studying for a
PhD in Physics/Engineering, focussing on acoustic metamaterials. Jessica
used her subject knowledge to take an early lead, and both teams led at
different points. Unfortunately for Jessica and Exeter it was Warwick who
were victorious, winning 165-150.

MEGAN GIDDEN (08-15) writes: “I completed my undergraduate

Mark Mearing-Smith (98-05)

MARK MEARING-SMITH (98-05) married Tamara Zwaagstra on
8 September 2018 in Weybridge, Surrey. His best man was BENEDICT
TUFNELL (99-06); also in attendance were TOM BROWN
(98-04) and JAMIE DUFFIELD (95-03).
JAMES LAMBDEN (04-06), along with several other soldiers on a
training exercise, became part of an unplanned rescue team, as reported
on Sky News in December 2017: “British soldiers on a sailing expedition in
the Atlantic Ocean have saved the lives of five German and Swiss tourists
after their boat capsized. The group of sailors got into trouble after their
yacht lost its keel and turned over around five miles south of Tenerife. All
five were thrown into the water as strong winds caused hazardous sea
conditions. The British crew was on a training expedition, but this turned
into a full-scale rescue operation; all five tourists were unharmed and the
rescue lasted around 30 minutes. According to German media reports, the
chances of the German-Swiss crew surviving in the water would have been
slim but for the British sailors.”

degree in Geology at the University of Brighton and have started an MSc
in Geotechnical Engineering at The Camborne School of Mines, part of
Exeter University. My undergraduate dissertation was done in Australia
with Glencore. It was a fantastic experience, and now I am deciding on
my next thesis project. I intend to work underground in either Canada or
South Africa, so the next 12 months are sure to be interesting.”

BECKY CROSSLEY (10-17) led a team of Pangbournians to a
third place finish at the Dean Close Sixes Alumni Hockey tournament
on Sunday 21 October 2018. This year she had to ‘borrow’ a few current
Pangbournians, but she hopes more OP women will be able to participate
in the 2019 tournament. She said: “In the pool matches, we beat Malvern
College 3-0, drew 1-1 versus Sedbergh School, and lost to King Henry VIII
School 1-0. We made it through to the semi-finals, losing a close match
against St Edward’s School, Oxford. As true Pangbournians though, we
played to the final minute of the last game, determined to beat Sedbergh
School this time around. We won 2-1, securing ourselves third place.”
At the Annual National Seafarers’ Service 2018, several very recent
OPs returned to sing with the combined choirs. They were FINLAY
SOUTH-KLEIN (12-17), WES BICKERSTAFFE (10-17),
ANDREJ IVANOVIC (15-17, Staff 17-18), CHARLIE
WOODING (12-17), CHRISTOPHER HEATHWOOD (10-17)
and RYLAN LI (13-17).

SHAUN MAYNARD (60-64) writes: “One of the younger members
of our rowing club (Vikings RC) is LUCAS HAAS (04-07), originally
from Germany. He rowed in the College 1st VIII, and absolutely loved his
time at Pangbourne. He knows CORNELIUS FREY (01-03), who
also came from Germany and rowed in the 2003 winning PE crew. I first
met Cornelius at Henley in 2003 when the 1963 1st VIII were celebrating
our 40th Anniversary, and that eight in turn won the PE Cup for
Pangbourne that year! Cornelius subsequently worked in South Africa with
McKinseys for a few months about 5 or 6 years ago.”

NICK KEMP (04-10) has pursued a business career in professional
sport marketing. After a degree in Sports Management from Coventry

The Seafarers
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FROM THE ARCHIVES
Interesting stories, artefacts and news items gleaned from the College Archives. Our thanks to Mrs Alexandra Garnier (Honorary OP)
for her assistance with this section.

MONTANARO SEIZED BY 'FLU VIRUS
by Alexandra Garnier
One hundred years ago in November, as World War I was drawing
to a fitful close, Captain William Montanaro, the school's first
Captain-Superintendent (equivalent to today's Headmaster),
succumbed to the influenza virus which was sweeping across the
British Isles and the world at that time. In total, it is thought the
virus killed more people than the War itself. Unlike the British Prime
Minister, Lloyd George, aged 55, who recovered, Montanaro, aged
54, was not so fortunate.
The school log of the time is concise, and unemotional. It records:
Sunday Nov. 3 ... Captain very ill...
Mon. Nov. 4
Capt. much worse.
Tues. Nov. 5
Capt. Montanaro died at 10.30am
His funeral was held quickly. On Friday 8 November, as WWI
neared its conclusion, he was buried in the churchyard of St James
the Less, Pangbourne.
The clergy present at the funeral included the Chaplain of the
College, the Vicar of Pangbourne, and the General Superintendent
of the Missions to Seamen and Chaplain to the King. The pallbearers were instructors and cadet captains. At the church the
cadets formed a guard of honour and a cordon round the grave.
Buglers from the Royal Berkshire depot, Reading, sounded the Last
Post and among those present were Philip Devitt, the younger of the
two Founders of the school. A memorial service took place at the
chapel of the College the following day.
Captain Montanaro's death was perceived as a great loss to the
school as he was described by those who knew him as an ideal man
for the work temperamentally, physically, and professionally. He
was also described as a man of high qualities of mind and character,
both attributes being deemed to be beneficial to young men being
raised to be officers of the Merchant Service, which the Founders of
the College hoped would equal those of the Royal Navy.
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WHAT NCP LIFE WAS LIKE IN
‘THE EARLY DAYS’...
A gift of current pupil Rebecca Home and her mother Caroline, the
College was delighted to receive a scrapbook of images, programmes,
writing and jokes, all carefully compiled by Rebecca’s great-great
uncle R S P Home (27-32), an early cadet at the Nautical College
Pangbourne. The book is a treasure trove of snippets of life in the late
1920s and early 1930s, and
gives fantastic insight into daily
life at the NCP.
It is no surprise that Mr
Home, after the NCP,
eventually had a career in
journalism and publishing,
working as an editor at several
regional newspapers.

MAKING THE COLLEGE ARCHIVES
ACCESSIBLE TO ALL

Over the last six months, the College has been working on
a secret project which we are now delighted to share with
OPs all around the world. Every single edition of The Log,
published from 1919 until 2000, is now available online for
Pangbournians to search and read.
This digital archive will help us to preserve and protect our
history, as well as providing a valuable look back in time
through the past 100 years at the College. OPs can read
any edition they like,
and search by
individual name,
specific event or date.
In partnership with
the OP Society, the
College plans to start
collating and adding the
photographic record to
the digital archives.
Please contact us if you
have any questions or
suggestions: development@pangbourne.com
OPs can search the new digital archives by visiting the OP section
of the College website and following the links: https://www.
pangbourne.com/community/old-pangbournians
Issue 49 2019
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THE STORY OF THE

MID AIR
SQUADRON
2006-2015

By Michael H Davies (60-64)

In 2006, after a lifetime in civil aviation,
contacts from around the world telephoned
me to say that the UK Ministry of Defence
had finally decided to sell the last of the
RAF’s Canberra aircraft.

instead we found ourselves negotiating technical delivery, removal of
tactical equipment and prices of what had been the first nuclear jet
bomber in the world with a team more accustomed to pricing filing
cabinets and shipping surplus army boots.

Now why would I have had an interest in the Canberra? Since
childhood I had always harboured a fascination about the first jet
powered bomber in the world. I had flown some thousands of
hours in Comet 4Bs with the predecessors of British Airways. The
Canberra bomber fleet shared many of the characteristics of the
Comet, including the engine type and virtually all of the electronic
and avionic equipment. This insight fired my imagination in 2006,
when I realised that the last airworthy Canberras in the world were
going to be sold by our government for highly affordable money.

The package involved the last three airworthy aircraft, two of them
still serving in Afghanistan. All three were flown, by the RAF, into
a UK airfield of our choice. Following much deliberation and many
bottles of champagne, it was decided that the old air force station of
Kemble in the Cotswolds would be the home of the three retirees.
One of the three aircraft actually arrived covered in Afghan dust
and sand - evidence of hard use for many years in the Middle East.
Once the Rolls Royce Avon engine fan blade noise had died to a
quiet tinkle, all of the RAF personnel disappeared over the horizon. I
surveyed our latest acquisitions and wondered “what on earth have
we bought here?”

The Ministry of Defence had already appointed a civilian company
called 'Liquibiz' to act as purveyors of any surplus military equipment.
I had wrongly assumed that the RAF and Her Majesty’s Government
would have had some vague connection with the disposal of what
had been the RAF’s longest serving type. This was not the case, and

The entire purchase had cost no more than a ten-year-old Ferrari.
Midair was used to buying far larger fleets of aircraft, such as Virgin’s
fleet of 747-219s and South African Airways' last four 747-400s, so the
actual financial cost was not the most imposing factor; it was simply
what to do with the aircraft. A germ of an idea had occurred to me prior
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to the actual delivery; upgrading the airplanes and satellite systems to
enable us to offer, on a civilian basis, a high altitude surveillance and
photography capability. This could be used uniquely for anti-pirate
operations in the region of the Gulf of Aden. Additional bonuses
would be the monitoring of migrants at sea and environmental disaster
tracking, such as oil spills and other similar events.
Sadly, my efforts to market these concepts were pretty much in
vain, with both RAF and civil authority attention elsewhere. Time
and money passed and there were no tangible results from any
approaches to industry or government, so the decision was taken
to strip one of the aircraft of usable parts, and to gift another to the
Belfast museum of the Short Brothers factory where the aircraft
were originally manufactured.
That left us with the “best” aircraft, known as XH134, to restore
to a fully airworthy status with oversight by the UK Civil Aviation
Authority (CAA). This task, with a little inference from the European
Airworthiness Authority (EASA), required some 20,000 man-hours
of work, including a redesign of the old fuel system for no apparent
reason other than bureaucracy. The financial figures now started to
make the original purchase price seem like very small beer.
The complete refurbishment of XH134 took us approximately 36
months to complete. During that time the idea of using the aircraft
solely as a symbol of the British aviation history for the UK air
show circuit developed. The thought of a single Canberra bomber
seemed to place the Canberra in a diminished position, so I had
the idea of flying a pair of Hawker Hunter fighters on each wingtip.
This would not only emphasise the British heritage of the RAF
during the 1950s and subsequent Cold War period, but would also
improve the financial chances of showing the trio as a squadron
- much better crowd appeal than the presence of a single light
bomber on its own.

The other Hunter, also a T7, we purchased was XL600, which was
scheduled to be the other wingman to the Canberra. Sadly, an x-ray
proof of a cracked wing spar soon appeared and a spare wing had to
be acquired, with an attendant year’s delay – and mounting costs!
The solution proved simple - I found a practising Welsh dentist - a
Hunter fanatic - who also owned and flew another Hunter T7. This
gentleman was happy to lease to us XL573 for a year whilst ours was
being repaired, and for us to re-paint her in Midair’s silver colours
for the period.
Thus equipped, the Squadron flew as a three ship on a number of
occasions, an impressive sight never seen before, even in the days of
the Cold War. Throughout 2013 and 2014 the various formations and
combinations of the three aircraft visited most parts of the UK during
the air show seasons, including Northern Ireland, RNAS Culdrose
and Yeovilton, Duxford, Goodwood, Bournemouth and Dunsfold.
Canberra solos with both the Vulcan and Sea Vixen were huge crowd
pullers, and one of my favourite moments was during the Goodwood
Festival of Speed 2014 when I asked Lord March (Now the Duke of
Richmond) if we could have a crack at the hill climb record set by Nick
Heidfeld in a McLaren F1 car in 1999 in 41.6 seconds. By following
the line of the track as closely possible at about 200 feet doing some

Acquiring a pair of Hunters was not as complex as we thought. A
fully airworthy example was living in the hangar next door and was
the property of the owner of Kemble Airfield, so a deal to acquire
her (XL577) was quickly reached. New paint, recertified ejector
seats (at huge cost!) and an update of the radios and avionics were
swiftly accomplished and, in the meanwhile, the hunt for Hunter
pilots quickened. One phone call to Rob Sargent (1961-65) pretty
much solved that problem, as Rob has rarely left the pilot seat
since leaving Pangbourne. After a very short time sitting back in the
Hunter with Chris Heames (totally current on display Hunters), Rob
felt ready to go. He put in a rapid couple of hours’ practice before
being signed off by the CAA’s display examiner, one Phil O’Dell of
the Avro Vulcan and Rolls Royce’s own Spitfire fame.
Issue 49 2019
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400kts, the
Midair Hunter
was judged
to have done
the run in
5.88 seconds.
However,
over lunch
Bernie Eccleston
complained that we
had probably clipped a
couple of bends and asked that
we be disqualified!
Later during that year, we were delighted
and privileged to fly with the RAF Battle of
Britain Memorial Flight out of Bournemouth
to Goodwood for the Revival, and while
the two only remaining Lancasters flew
with their accompanying escorts of Spitfires
and Hurricanes, we followed as a three
ship representing the best of British air
power from the Cold War era. Despite poor
visibility and low cloud, all agreed that the
visual concept of those three aircraft together
was a daunting sight, with the wonderful
Avon 'Blue-Note' for all to hear.
Naturally, the flip side of this enterprise was
trying to raise the several million pounds
necessary to recover the cost of this effort.
Valiant attempts were made, via funding
and charitable trusts, appeals to British
industry, and the combined efforts of Ernst
& Young and our own PR group to assemble
interested sponsors. However, as soon as a
call for sponsorship or support is made, the
usual suspects turn to their risk assessment
advisors who take one look at legacy aircraft
and run a mile. Midair’s normal corporate
sponsors see no profit in the vintage aircraft
business, and airlines, probably rightly,
feel that their primary market of passenger
carriage is not best served by images of
wartime and military aircraft.
The manufacturers of the Canberra (English
Electric), the Hawker Hunter (Hawker
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Aircraft) and even the Vulcan (Avro) no
longer exist, just some of the UK companies
who were so much at the forefront of world
aviation in the 50s and 60s.

AFTERWORD
by Rob Sargent (61-65)
I was amazed when, in 2014, Mike invited
me to join the Midair Squadron Team

Consequently, the business of flying legacy
aircraft is funded by private individuals with
a passion for aviation. Unhappily, my wallet
and my judgement had to call a halt early in
2015, when the Squadron was disbanded
and placed into administration. Thankfully
the aircraft live on - the Canberra is stored,
one of the Hunters flew to Amman where
she is a proud reminder of the Hawker’s
export history to the Royal Jordanian Air
Force, and the other went to Canada to fly
on in private hands.

as one of his Hunter pilots. At the young

My thanks to Rob Sargent for his unstinting
help and support and to the rest of the crew
including Chris Heames for his expertise
and instruction, as well as to Mike Lecky
(QFI RAF Cranwell) and Dave Piper (ex 39
Sqn) who both thought they would never
fly a Canberra again - never say never!

with Chris Heames to convert to the jet -

old age of 67 I had to ask myself if it was
a sensible move to say YES - although,
from 35 years before, I had achieved over
750 hours of flying on the Hunter. Since I
hadn't flown anything for some 6 years I
had to renew my PPL (unused since 1965)
with 4 flights in a Firefly piston aircraft,
which of course included a test flight.
After that, I was allowed to put the Hunter
on my licence by the CAA and off I went
and the rest is history. Thank you, Mike,
for allowing me to have such fun on your
behalf - it was an immense privilege and
real pleasure to have been part of your
team that year.

Diary 2019
KEY DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
For contact and booking information for events, please
email development@pangbourne.com
MARCH
Sunday 3

College Sunday, Pangbourne College

Friday 15

Careers Day, Pangbourne College

Sunday 24

College Sunday, Pangbourne College

Tuesday 26

OPYC AGM, Royal Thames Yacht Club

APRIL
Friday 5

OP Society Committee Meeting,
Pangbourne College

Friday 5

OP Dinner with Guest of Honour
Major General Tom Copinger-Symes
CBE (82-87)

Wednesday 10 OPGS vs Huntercombe Golf Club
MAY
Thursday 9

Memorial Service for Peter Points,
Pangbourne College

Tuesday 21

OP Military Group Reunion, Naval
Club, London

JUNE
Wednesday 5

OPGS Summer Meeting, Frilford
Heath Golf Club

Sunday 16

Falkland Islands’ Memorial Service,
Pangbourne College

Monday 24

HQS Wellington Evening Reception

JULY
Friday 5

Henley Royal Regatta Drinks Party

Saturday 6

Founders’ Day with Guest of Honour
Victoria Gosling OBE

Key Contacts
OP SOCIETY COMMITTEE AND CLUBS
OP Society Chairman

David Nicholson (64-68) davidalexandernicholson@gmail.com
07917 141699

OP Society Hon. Secretary

Jonathan Spencer (73-77) jonathan.spencer@royal.uk

OP Society Treasurer

Tony Bell (58-61)

OP Yacht Club racing and events

events@opyc.org.uk

OP Yacht Club membership

secretary@opyc.org.uk

OP Golf Society membership Charlie Parry (81-85)

charlie@ward-thomas.co.uk
07778 156644

OP Magazine submissions and enquiries

development@pangbourne.com
0118 976 6795

College Development & Alumni Relations

development@pangbourne.com
0118 976 6795

OP DECADE REPRESENTATIVES
1940s

Courtney Edenborough c.edenborough@btconnect.com

1960s

David Nicholson

davidalexandernicholson@gmail.com

1970s

Phillip Plato

phillip@platoestates.com

1980s

William Skinner

william.skinner@dege-skinner.co.uk

2000s

Lucy Hamblin-Rooke

lucy.hamblinrooke@pangbourne.com

2000s

Paul Lawrence

paul.lawrence@linklaters.com

2010s

Larry Howard

lawrence.howard@hotmail.co.uk

Decade Representatives encourage their fellow OPs to attend events and occasionally plan
decade-specific events. They act as a link into the OP Society Committee. If you are interested in
becoming a rep for one of the unclaimed decades, please email development@pangbourne.com
OP OVERSEAS REPRESENTATIVES
Argentina

Charles Pettit

charlesapettit@gmail.com

Australia

Paddy Evelegh (Perth)

pevelegh@hotmail.com

Roger Pike (Sydney)

pikeopnsw@gmail.com

Geoff Rae (Brisbane)

OPSocQld@optusnet.com.au

SEPTEMBER
Sunday 15

College Sunday, Pangbourne College

Wednesday 25 OPGS v Pangbourne College, The
Berkshire Golf Club
OCTOBER

craftbloke@gmail.com

Canada
Cyprus

Alex Heaton (Melbourne)

alex@smartrbathrooms.com.au

Ron Aldridge (Toronto)

raldridge@rogers.com

James Mackenzie (Vancouver)

togetjames@gmail.com

Louis Carrel

louiscarrel@icloud.com

Sunday 6

College Sunday, Pangbourne College

New Zealand Robin Paine

rs.paine@gmail.com

Tuesday 8

OP Society Committee AGM
followed by buffet dinner and drinks,
Naval Club

South Africa

Shaun Maynard (Johannesburg)

maynard@intekom.co.za

Geoff Popple (Cape Town)

gemp@iafrica.com

Andrew Nzeyi

andrewnzeyi@gmail.com

Friday 25

HQS Wellington Curry Lunch

Sunday 27

Dean Close 6s Alumni Ladies’
Hockey Tournament

Uganda

United States Nick Gillett (California)
Zambia

NOVEMBER
Sunday 10

Remembrance Sunday, Pangbourne
College

Tuesday 19

Over-60’s Lunch, Turf Club, London

mail@nick-g.com

Rory Copinger-Symes (Hawaii)

rozzacs@me.com

Mark Haynes

Pc173cv@gmail.com

Overseas Representatives act as a point of contact for OPs visiting their area. Occasionally they
organise events for OPs in their country / region. A number of overseas positions are available;
if you live or regularly visit a country not shown here and might be interested in the role, please
contact development@pangbourne.com
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EVENTS 2018
Picture gallery of OP event highlights from the 2018 year, including gatherings at Pangbourne College and further afield.

O P D R I N K S PA R T Y
Lord's Cricket Ground, 20 April 2018
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ROYA L YACH T BR I TA N N I A
Gala Weekend, Edinburgh, 29-30 June 2018
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H EN L E Y ROYA L R EG AT TA
Drinks Reception, Friday 6 July 2018
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OP FA M IL IES ' DAY
Pangbourne College, Sunday 16 September 2018

C ON WAY WORCES T ER PA NGB OU R N E
‘Southern’ Conway Worcester Pangbourne BBQ, Friday 13 July 2018, Bracklesham Bay
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2 018 T U R F CLU B LU NCH
Tuesday 20 November 2018, Turf Club, London

2 018 OP MILITA RY GROU P EV ENING
Monday 19 February 2018, The Naval Club, Mayfair, London
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ROYA L N E W Z E A L A N D YACH T CLU B
OP Annual Luncheon, Thursday 22 February 2018, RNZYC, Auckland

CON WAY WORCEST ER PA NGBOUR NE (NSW )
Luncheon, Tuesday 30 October 2018, The Kirribilli Club, Sydney
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CAMPUS LIFE
The following section rounds up current College news over the past year. Full articles, additional images and more detail are
available in the Ensign magazine, published twice a year. All recent issues of the Ensign can be read on the publications page of the
College website: https://www.pangbourne.com/prospective-families/publications

AC A DEMIC N E WS
COLLEGE COLLECTS STRONG SET OF
A LEVEL AND GCSE RESULTS
Pangbourne’s pupils excelled at both GCSE and A Level in 2018,
with GCSE pupils achieving record pass rates under what is a tough
new specification.
The change to GCSEs sees a 9-1 grading system instead of A-E, and
this year’s cohort achieved 41% in the 9-7 bracket, the equivalent
of A* and A grades. Overall, there was a 93% pass rate. A third of
pupils achieved grade 9 in English Literature and 58% achieved
a grade 9 or 8 in English Language. Students taking individual
Sciences also performed superbly: Physics had a pass rate of 100%,
with 65% achieving grades 9 to 7, Biology had a 100% pass rate, and
Chemistry had a 97% pass rate.

Sophie Seager

A Level results were similarly positive, with an impressive array of
top-30 university places being confirmed. This year’s Upper Sixth
achieved the best A*-B ratio at Pangbourne since 2011, at 54%.
Individually, excellent results often sat alongside sporting and
creative achievement. Fred Hobby, who gained A*, A and B grades
in Classics, Religious Studies and History, also played First XV
Rugby and First XI Cricket. Jack Rogers, who transitioned from cox
to oarsman in the First VIII, achieved an A* in Further Mathematics
and Captain of Girls’ Boats, Sophie Seager, was thrilled to be
accepted into Newcastle University to study Medicine.

Jack Rogers
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The Headmaster, Mr Thomas Garnier, commented on both sets
of results, saying: “We are very happy with the GCSE results this
year, the ratio of grades at the top end is extremely impressive. Our
teachers have worked hard and our pupils can take great pride in
the way they have applied themselves. The Upper Sixth lived up
to the strong standards we have set in recent years at Pangbourne.
There has been some individual achievement of distinction and
I have been impressed with the manner in which the whole year
group has undertaken its studies.”

CAREERS ADVICE: SETTING OUR
SIXTH FORM UP FOR SUCCESS
The ‘life beyond Pangbourne’ offering for Sixth Form has
developed considerably in recent years. The marquee event in
2018 was a revamped Careers Day, a resounding success and only
possible because of the number of OPs and parents who generously
gave their time to meet pupils. Over 140 students began a vibrant
day with two inspirational keynote presentations, the first from
former Olympic rower Mr Toby Garbett (90-94), and the second
from Mr Tom Moffatt (Current Parent).
Toby Garbett represented GB at the Olympic Games in Sydney and
Athens as well as winning two silver and two gold medals at World
Championships. He spoke, among other topics, on the qualities it
takes to succeed despite periods of self-doubt.
The keynote talks were followed by panel sessions featuring OPs
and parents from a range of industry sectors, from Accounting
to Science & Engineering. The final session of the day was a
networking session in Drake, where pupils had the chance to meet
OPs one on one and practice their networking skills.
Earlier in the year, over 80 Pangbourne pupils and their families
took advantage of the College’s first ever ‘Apprenticeships

TECH AND INNOVATION
‘THE PANGBOURNE WAY’
Development of technology and how it affects our lives has changed
almost beyond recognition in recent years. We are constantly
assessing how we can bring technology into the classroom to
engage our pupils and assist our teachers.

Evening’. This introduced Pangbournians to the range of
alternative opportunities available to them after College.
A panel of experts discussed how to get involved and answered
questions for over an hour. Our thanks to Mr Matthew Wilson
(89-92), now Apprenticeships Intake Executive at AAA in Reading,
for his participation.
Afterwards, Mr Koen De Mulder, Head of Careers at the College,
said: “Many of our families look at a wide range of choices and
career paths after Pangbourne. Our aim is to make sure that our
pupils are educated on and prepared for all the different options
available to them.”

The programme ClassCharts has been hugely influential in enabling
teachers to track and improve behaviour and assess performance,
which we have implemented ‘our way’ by incorporating our Flag
Values into the app. Having fail safe technology available allows for
more consistent and inventive lesson planning, exciting learning
environments, and further opportunities to instil our ethos.

Doing this ‘the Pangbourne way’ is vital, as our Senior and
Academic Deputy Head, Mr Will Williams said: “The solutions have
to be apposite for the school that you are in. The implementation
of these initiatives needs to be seen as a positive for students and
teachers - we need to raise the academic ante without sacrificing the
pastoral support.”
The range of classroom apps that are now commonplace at
Pangbourne are not only new and exciting but they help to
encourage metacognition. This is how students reflect on their own
learning and development, rather than simply being dictated to by
their teachers.
Issue 49 2019
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CO-CU R R ICU L A R & COMMU NIT Y N EWS
STUDENTS STUN CROWDS WITH ‘ARABIAN NIGHTS’ PERFORMANCE
College students wowed full houses on three consecutive evenings
with their ‘Arabian Nights’ production in February 2018. A
wonderful team effort between cast, band and crew transformed
audiences from cold, wintry evenings to the Arabian Peninsula.
Head of Drama and Director of the production, Ms Rebecca Atack,
co-ordinated a cast of 27 students in a six month process which
began all the way back in September. She praised the dedication
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of the cast and crew, saying: “Working as an ensemble cast is
really difficult but they did this brilliantly, they were attentive and
supported each other superbly.
“It’s not all about the acting side, it’s the team work, the
collaboration, the resilience, the problem solving and
communication skills. The students were amazing and I couldn’t
be prouder of them.”

COLLEGE WELCOMES RADIO 4’S ‘THE KITCHEN CABINET’
BBC Radio 4 returned to Pangbourne to record its popular
culinary panel show, The Kitchen Cabinet, in The Falkland Islands
Memorial Chapel. Hosted by award-winning food writer and
broadcaster, Jay Rayner, the panel consisted of Great British Menu
judge Andi Oliver, food historian Dr Annie Gray, 2011 Masterchef
winner Tim Anderson and chef and food writer Sophie Wright.

Together, the panel discussed the themes of canned food and
rationing in the Second World War. Spam was a key feature, with
main talking points including the origins of the product, the key
role it played during and after the war, and recipes it can be
used in.

DIVISIONAL ARTS CONTESTS EXCITE PUPILS AND THRILL AUDIENCES
Over the past year, two Divisional Music competitions and the
highly-anticipated return of Divisional Drama have been a stunning
showcase for the performing arts at the College.
In the Michaelmas Term of 2017, St George lifted the Mozart Bust
after being crowned Divisional Music Champions on an emotional
evening in Drake Hall. They pipped runners-up Macquarie by just
one point, with Illawarra a further point behind in third place.

Stand-out performances on the night included St George
and Macquarie combining to win the Vocal Ensemble Shield,
performing Elvis Presley’s I Can’t Help Falling in Love. The two
Divisions also teamed up for the Instrumental Ensemble Cup with a
rousing rendition of Benny Goodman’s swing classic Sing Sing Sing.
Divisional Drama returned in style and brought the very best out of
the pupils involved. The competition saw Forms 1, 2, 3 and Lower
Sixth from each Division set the challenge of creating a 15 minute
performance based solely on chosen starter and end lines, a piece
of material, a prop, and a range of sound effects and lighting states.
There was amazing creativity on show throughout and Hesperus
ultimately took the title as Overall Winner.
Divisional Music was then one of the first major events of the
2018/19 academic year and it was another enthralling evening, with
St George producing the goods once again. The Division impressed
with their performance of This is Me from The Greatest Showman
as their entry for Div Song, and a Vocal Shield combination with
Harbinger covering Bastille’s Pompeii.
Issue 49 2019
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SPORT NEWS
2018 WAS A YEAR OF EXCITING
SPORT AT PANGBOURNE, WITH SOME
OUTSTANDING INDIVIDUAL AND
TEAM PERFORMANCES.

HOCKEY
Hockey has consistently performed well
recently, and this year was no exception. From
County call-ups to Regional Finals, it was a
year to remember for both boys and girls.
The U14s and U16s went from strength
to strength in their Berkshire groups, as
second-place finishes earned Regional
Quarter-Final spots - the furthest
Pangbourne has ever progressed for
either age group. The U18s matched this
achievement, reaching the final of the
Regional Indoor Hockey Championships.
Head of Hockey, Mr Dan Paynter,
commented on the success of the U14s:
“Considering we have only 30 girls in the
group, to be one of the best eight teams in
the South is an amazing achievement.”
Similar success was enjoyed on the boys’
side, with the U16As producing fine
performance at the Berkshire County
Championships to secure a berth in the
next round of the South Tournament.
Additionally, over 20 Pangbourne players
were picked to represent Berkshire.

RUGBY
There was an array of positives this year
for the Rugby club, for both current and
former students. The standout achievement
from an Old Pangbournian came from
Darryl Marfo (07-09), who made his
international debut for Scotland. Marfo
impressed for Edinburgh in the Pro14 and
made his debut for Scotland in a victory at
Murrayfield. Starts followed in a narrow
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defeat against the World Champions,
New Zealand, and an historic 53-24
against Australia.
Several current pupils were selected to
represent England Lambs. 1st XV captain,
Sasha Efimov (Macquarie) was selected as
Vice Captain amongst a 40-strong group of
players in the National Squad. In the U16A
group at Pangbourne, which recorded a
75% win rate in their school season, both
Stephen Bonnett (Harbinger) and Ollie
Andrews-Hirons (Hesperus) were selected.
Rory Hogan (Harbinger) was selected for
his age group as well.
The 1st XV has enjoyed back to back
County Cup triumphs. The first came in
December 2017 when the College took on
LVS Ascot in a floodlit final at Maidenhead

RFC. Tries from Ed Farish (Port Jackson),
Ben Knight (Harbinger), and two each for
Dan Simmons (Macquarie) and Hamish
Owen (Hesperus) meant Pangbourne
sealed a comprehensive 45-10 victory.
The 2018 group put together another
excellent cup run which resulted in a
second consecutive appearance in the final,
this time against Newbury-based school,
The Downs. In a much closer match than
the previous year, Pangbourne prevailed to
retain the trophy thanks to a last-gasp try
from prop Luca van der Wyck (Hesperus),
as the game finished 17-10.

ROWING
As ever, Rowing was a focal point for
Pangbourne sport and the season was

punctuated with some impressive
highlights. The major successes began
indoors, with the 2017 British Indoor
Rowing Championship. Ed Digby
(Hesperus), who has medalled a number
of times in previous years at the event,
won the Sixth Form Boys 2,000m in a
time that would have placed him 12th in
the Open Men’s category, which included
five current GB rowers. He then joined
his teammates, Philip Garnier (Hesperus),
Ian Blanch (Harbinger) and John Pan
(Hesperus) to take gold in the Junior
Boys eight minute relay. In the 2018
event, our A Team took a bronze in the
relay following another excellent team
performance.
Moving onto the water, National Schools
Regatta gave a number of our crews
valuable racing experience. The finest
performance came from the Boys 1st VIII,
who finished 12th nationally and earned a
bronze medal in the non-Championship
VIIIs class, which was presented to them by
Olympic gold medallist, Will Satch.

In a boat of a different kind, Upper Sixth
student Dan Atkins (Harbinger) excelled in
the Kayak, securing a superb bronze medal
at the Olympic Hopes Regatta, held in
Poznan, Poland. Dan was thrilled with the
result, saying: “To come away with a bronze
was a massive surprise. To be up there with
the rest of the world is amazing.”

NETBALL
Netball proved popular amongst the
girls and our U14A side was one of the
outstanding sides in the school, putting
together a flawless unbeaten season.
Two of this group, Zinnia Mettawa and
Charlotte Richards (both St George)
excelled for their clubs too - they picked
up bronze medals at the U14 National
Club Netball Finals in Newcastle for
Woodley Netball Club. It capped a
memorable year for Zinnia as earlier in the
season she was called up to the Pathway
Squad for Vitality Super League team,
benecosMavericks.

EQUESTRIAN
Our Equestrian team have continued an upward
curve over the last three years, with 2018 proving
to be its best ever. It could scarcely have started
off better, with the news that Josie Symons
(Illawarra) helped Team GB win a stunning team
gold medal at the Junior European Showjumping
Championships in Slovakia.
There was consistent success throughout the
year, but the main event came with the NSEA
County Championships at Bury Farm, held
in April, which culminated in our best-ever
team result. Emily Collings (St George) began
the event by taking third place in the Novice
Championship, in addition to eighth in the
Prelim Dressage. Emily, Jessie Saunders
(St George), Lucy Perring (Illawarra)
and Mayan Northway-Young (Illawarra)
completed a first ever top-10 finish in the
Team Dressage, finishing 4th. The crowning
moment came when Alex Rimmer (St George)
led Jessie, Emily and Mayan to victory and a
County Championship winners medal in the
1m Showjumping Championships.
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OBITUARIES
The editors wish to thank Robin Knight (56-61) for his ongoing commitment to compiling and writing OP obituaries. All OPs for whom
we receive notices are published here and on the OP website. The full obituaries are on the OP website; space constraints have made it
necessary to edit entries on these pages. Requiescat in pace…

THOMAS KEITH EVANS
(33-37), retired Commander
RN, died on 26 June 2018 aged
98. At the time of his death, he
was thought to be the oldest
living Old Pangbournian. From
2014-17 he was the Chairman of
the HMS Hood Association. He
played golf throughout his life,
often with the OP Golf Society;
in 2002, aged 82, he won
the public schools foursomes
Thomas Keith Evans (33-37)
championship at Liphook GC
with fellow OP and Liphook member Charlie Parry. In 2016 he was
granted the Freedom of the City of London. He is survived by his wife
Heather and sons Michael and Nicholas.
Keith came from the Wirral and was born in 1919. His father owned a
pharmaceutical business but died suddenly in 1921 and he was brought
up by his mother. He entered the Nautical College in 1933 having
failed the eye test to get into Dartmouth. At Pangbourne, although not
a strong boy and a middling student, he played squash and hockey,
fenced and captained the 2nd cricket XI. Decades later, possibly in
recognition of his own initial struggles at the College, he donated the
Keith Evans prize to be awarded on Founders’ Day to the Form 3 pupil
showing the greatest potential for teamwork and leadership.
Keith described his education at the NCP as “rudimentary” but said
he learned a lot about life that was to stand him in good stead in
the future. “We were in uniform, that was the great thing,” he said
in 2013. During his eleven terms at the College he took part in the
famous Silver Jubilee Review at the Spithead in 1935 and, in 1936,
was one of the small Pangbourne contingent that lined King George
VI’s funeral route for six-and-a-half hours in cold, damp weather.
Joining the Royal Navy as a Paymaster Cadet in 1937, he was posted
to HMS Hood at the start of 1938 as the most junior officer on
board. Much of that time was spent patrolling off the coast of
Spain rescuing refugees from the Spanish Civil War. A succession
of postings followed in 1939, and Keith was in Alexandria, Egypt
serving on the light cruiser HMS Penelope when war was declared
in September. Returning to the UK, Keith was eventually sent to the
cruiser HMS Hawkins in 1940 as Captain’s Secretary. He spent the
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next two-and-a-half years on patrol off the coasts of South America
and Africa. He was in Durban, South Africa on the day that the
sinking of the HMS Hood was announced over a tannoy at a wharf
side. “Everyone just stood still. We didn’t believe it. I’m not a bit
ashamed to say that I cried.” There were only three survivors.
Back in England at the signals school HMS Mercury, Keith met his
first wife Frances, a Wren, in 1942 and married her the next year. A
posting in Colombo, Ceylon (now Sri Lanka) followed, which lasted
until the end of the war in Asia in 1946. Back in the UK in 1947 and
serving as Captain’s Secretary at HMS Royal Arthur in Wiltshire,
he found himself covering for the young Philip Mountbatten – then
unmarried, but wooing Princess Elizabeth. Seventy years later in
2017 Keith was proud to show the Duke of Edinburgh a pencilled
letter of thanks he had received from him when the royal couple
attended the College’s memorable centenary celebrations.
After Corsham, various RN appointments followed in Dartmouth,
Wetherby, New Zealand, Plymouth and Malta until he retired from
the RN in September 1969. Before then Keith’s two sons had been
born in 1950 and 1959 and Frances had died early in 1966. Keith
took an administrative job in 1970 with what is today the Surrey
Councils for Voluntary Service and stayed 15 years before retiring
for good in 1984. He met Heather in this period and the couple
married in 1979.
With hindsight and experience, Keith believed that the main lessons
to be derived from his long and varied existence were the need for
patience, the need for tolerance of others and the importance of
making the very most of life. He certainly lived up to his mantra.

BEFORE 1940s
GERALD T S SICHEL (17-19) was among the first 31 entrants
to the new Nautical College, Pangbourne in September 1917. He died
in Tweed Heads West, New South Wales, Australia on 30 May 1978
aged 74. Not a great deal is known about Gerald’s pre-war life. In 1933
he married Diana Dingli at St George’s church in Hanover Square,
London. The couple had one son, Michael, who attended the NCP
from 1948-51 (see 1950s obituaries). Gerald married for a second time
in 1943 in the Falmouth district of Cornwall to Winifred Metcalfe.
During the 1930s Sichel was working as a Special Branch police
officer. At the end of 1940 he transferred to the Royal Naval

He achieved his Master Mariner qualification whilst with Shaw Savill
line, doing long cargo runs. After six months ashore to try banking,
he returned to sea in 1956 with the Orient Line on shorter passenger
trips. It was on the SS Otranto, 2 November 1956, that he met my
mother Rosemary. They were married a year later.

Volunteer Reserve as a
Temporary Lieutenant on
secondment and served in this
capacity throughout the war. His
postings included spells in HMS
Victory and RN shore bases
in Southampton, Falmouth,
Algeria, Italy and Southend.
Sichel left the Navy in 1948
Gerald T S Sichel (17-19)
and was commissioned as a
Lieutenant in the Royal Regiment of Artillery, then part of the
Territorial Army. Three years later he retired from the Army and is
thought to have emigrated soon after to Australia.

1940s
A.W. (SANDY) FLEMING (42-44) died on 21 December
2018 aged 90. He is survived by his widow Margaret and four
children. After the NCP, he managed a textile mill in the early 1960s.
A loyal OP, he attended several Over-60s lunches at the Turf Club.

WILLIAM J DENLY
(43-46) was born 5 October
1929 in Streatham. He spent the
war as a boy in South London and
recalled sheltering from bombing
raids, watching Spitfires in dogfights overhead and listening to
Churchill’s historic speeches on
the radio.

Toby’s last voyage was on the SS Orsova and he came ashore in
August 1960, before his daughter was born in October. He never
went abroad again. Family life was his priority, with three children
and later on, three granddaughters. He joined Scruttons Maltby
in Tilbury Docks and later, Purfleet Deep Wharf and Storage
Company, where he managed the unloading of cargoes and liaising
with customers. He retired in 1989, aged 60, and enjoyed a full 29
years of retirement.
In recent years, as Alzheimer’s gradually took hold, all the reading and
interests he had had over his life stood him in good stead. Life with
William was full of laughter. In 2017 he was delighted to achieve 60
years of marriage to Rosemary, receiving a Diamond Anniversary card
from HM The Queen. He died on 13 October, a week after his 89th
birthday and a few weeks off his 61st wedding anniversary.
contributed by his daughter Sarah

COMMANDER ROBERT JAMES FIDLER (44-48)
MBE RN died peacefully on 20 January 2018, aged 87. His son

William J Denly (43-46)

William was desperate to go to
sea. He won a scholarship to Royal Naval College Dartmouth but
failed the eye test. In 1943, he went instead to the Nautical College
Pangbourne. He retained many stories of his time at Pangbourne,
not least how the boys from Conway and Worcester teased
Pangbournians by saying they must have to practice lifeboat drill by
lowering the lifeboats down from their bedroom windows, as they
were land-based!
Not yet 17, in August 1946 William joined the Merchant Navy as a
Cadet Officer with the Shaw Savill Line. He brought back a whole
bunch of bananas (unseen in wartime Britain) from his first voyage
to New Zealand and his Captain nicknamed him “Toby”, which
stuck with him for the rest of his life.
He recalled being on watch as a young cadet whilst sailing in the
southern seas. Taking sights of stars using his sextant, he could not
get his calculations of the ship’s position to tally. The captain said
there were always problems in that area. William was gratified, years
later, to see the first photos of the earth, taken from the Moon,
showing that very place where the Earth was not a perfect sphere.

Simon (77-82, also Macquarie), wrote: “Robert entered Dartmouth
on leaving the College, and his early naval career was mainly ship
based (HMS Kenya, Gurkha and Eagle) before switching to shore
postings starting in Bahrain in 1969. On returning to the UK, the
remainder of his RN career was spent in the Portsmouth area. He
received an MBE in 1980.
“He left the Royal Navy in 1981 and subsequently joined the Royal
Oman Navy as Chief Staff Officer Logistics. He retired to West
Meon in 1988, where he and his wife Day became very involved in
the local community, in particular in supporting fundraising efforts
for the RNLI. Following Day’s death in 2000, Bob remained an
active figure in the area (still umpiring hockey for a few years), until
latterly when he was unfortunately diagnosed with dementia.”
OP Society President Richard Shuttleworth (57-62) adds: “I joined
HMS Gurkha in 1963 in Plymouth where Bob was the Supply
Officer, and the ship had recently been commissioned before going
off to the Gulf based at HMS Jufair. Lt Cdr Fidler, as we knew him,
was very competent and was always extremely kind, friendly and
amusing. We once visited Diego Suarez in Madagascar where the
French Foreign Legion had been sent from Algeria to build an airfield.
The rather thuggish officers attempted to get Bob and the rest of us
drunk in their Mess. On the way back to the ship one of their cars
crashed and I remember having a glass or two with him on board seemingly completely sober wondering where everyone else was.
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“I was in Oman from 1976 and was delighted when Bob arrived
there looking fit, still the jolly person he always was. Suffice it to
say that he was a popular person everywhere he went being quietly
irreverent and non-conformist - as was the OP style in those days.”

ERIK D B BOND (45-49) died 18 November 2018, aged 87.
He left Pangbourne to join the Merchant Navy with Port Line in
April 1949. After circumnavigating the world, he joined the RAF as
a Navigator officer with Bomber Command. On leaving the RAF in
the late-1960s he joined International Computers Limited (ICL). Golf
played a large part in Erik’s life. He was Captain of the prestigious
Wentworth Golf Club in 1983, took part in OP Golf Society meetings
and was a member of the OPGS team in the Grafton Morrish Trophy.
Andrew Feary (78-81), Hon Secretary of the OPGS in the 1980s
and 1990s, adds: “Erik’s ability to get the OPGS into Wentworth
is what attracted me to join the Society. The prospect of playing
on a recognised championship course was far too tempting an
opportunity to pass up. Erik was a very polite person and well
respected. I played with him a few times on the OP golf days; he
was a very enthusiastic golfer and had a single figure handicap. I
remember him as a demon putter. He was always pleasant company
on the course and sociable afterwards in the bar.”

1950s
MICHAEL SICHEL
(48-51) died in Australia in
November 2018 aged 84. His
wife had died in May. Both
had been living in a care home.
Their daughter Monika wrote:
“Their marriage of 51 years was a
Michael Sichel (48-51)
great marriage of unconditional
love. It was also a partnership in
changing lives in health, a partnership in faith as well as being deep
soul mates who weathered many storms together.”
Michael’s father, Gerald Sichel (17-19), was one of the first entrants to
the Nautical College, and his mother was killed in the London Blitz
in 1940. Michael spent nine years at boarding schools including the
NCP. In an article for the Pangbourne Made Me series in the 1993 OP
Magazine, he wrote: “I really found it a struggle to get ‘educated.’ Life,
to me, seemed without aim or reason and bound by fear of attack and
churlishness from other boys.” Evensong at the College proved to be
one source of solace – “I found a strange peace.” His difficult home
circumstances meant that his fees were sometimes unpaid; for one
term he had to leave the College until help arrived from the unlikely
source of the City Fathers of Southampton.
Looking back, “College discipline worked for me,” and Michael
remained a keen OP all his life. Lasting salvation for this rather
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“timid” boy came in the person of Instructor Jackie Finch who
taught Michael to fence. While still at the NCP he reached the AllEngland finals, beating Finch in the process. In 1951 he left the NCP
and emigrated to Australia, settling at first in Queensland. Here he
worked on wheat harvesters and joined the Australian Navy as a
reservist. He continued to fence and made the Australian Olympic
teams for Melbourne in 1956 and Rome in 1960. He also made the
Commonwealth Games in Wales in 1958, winning two silver medals
and the World Championships in Philadelphia. He stayed fit all his
life, coached fencing into his seventies and carried the Olympic
torch on a stage in New South Wales in 2000 when the Games
were held in Sydney.
Michael did a naturopathy course (at one of which he met his
future wife, also an osteopath) and embarked on a lifetime career
in naturopathy. The couple opened a clinic together in Dubbo in
rural New South Wales in 1971, moving to the Central Coast north
of Sydney in 1977 and building live-in and day clinics in the town
of Ourimbah. Over the next two decades Michael published two
books, edited two newspapers on health matters and established
the Sichel protocol around treating children naturally who are on
the autism spectrum.
Always inventive, in 1989 Michael took out a patent on an invention
that kept leaves out of gutters. Unfortunately, he trusted the wrong
people, lost the patent, was made bankrupt and lost ownership
of his house – a traumatic event from which he and his wife never
recovered but which the couple’s strong Christian faith sustained
them through. He loved sailing all his life, enjoyed gardening and
growing his own produce, played music by ear and had a good sense
of humour. In Monika’s words: “Dad was a brilliant, mad professor
who could tell you anything at all about the latest in natural health
but couldn’t seem ever to find his keys. He was a man of strong faith.
He was a pioneer and tenacious and courageous in his convictions.
He was driven to help people and make a difference in the world.
He touched countless lives in many ways.”

LT CDR ANDREW GLEADOW RN (52-54) died on 22
October 2017 after a painful illness bravely borne – he was ten days
short of his 79th birthday. He leaves a widow Marion.
Andrew left Pangbourne and joined the Royal Navy as a 16-year
old in 1955. He specialized in Engineering and moved on to the
Navy’s Engineering College at Manadon in the late 1950s. In those
days steam was the source of all power in the RN and to gain his
charge certificate, he joined a BAY class sloop in Hong Kong. After
his boiler bricks fell down when the ship hit the jetty rather hard,
it is believed that Andrew decided that Air Engineering was a safer
(and probably cleaner) option. So, after completing Maintenance
Test Pilot Training, he was appointed to RNAS Lossiemouth for the
Naval Air Strike School in 1963.

Successful completion of Operational Flying Training on the
Buccaneer led to an appointment to 800 NAS (Naval Air
Squadron) in HMS Eagle, then deployed in the Far East. Andrew
and I were crewed up in NAS 800 and we were to fly together for
the next few months, ending with a spectacular ditching in the
South China Sea when XN958 was recovering to Eagle after the
ship and Air Group were scrambled from the depths of an AMP in
Singapore. Several sets of golf clubs and a load of aircrew baggage
entered the water with this aircraft which did nothing for our
popularity within the Squadron! Andrew went on to enjoy a very
successful appointment at Lossiemouth as the Station Maintenance
Test Pilot before taking early retirement.

or talking about cricket, for which he had a lifelong passion. An
impressive career, a strong family man and a good friend.
contributed by Ben Brundell (53-56)

JOHN ROME GUTHRIE (53-55) slipped his moorings on 1
November 2018. After a year of seemingly successful treatment for
prostate cancer, his condition suddenly took a turn for the worse in
late September.
He passed away serenely, surrounded by his loved ones,
remaining optimistic until the end and making merry plans for
Christmas and beyond.

Securing his Civil Pilot’s Licence, he joined several other
‘refugees’ from Lossiemouth and spent many happy years flying
for Peregrine Air Services out of Inverness Airport. Settling in
Nairn with his new wife Marion, they raised three children and
maintained a legendary level of hospitality. When Andrew’s time
with Peregrine was over, the family moved south to Chawton and
he enjoyed a very successful career with Air Claims, an aviation
underwriting company, until he retired in 2005 to tend his very
productive garden.

MIKE BORMAN (53-56) died 25 February 2018, in the Waikato
Hospice (40 kms south of Hamilton, NZ). Mike was a contemporary
and good friend in Macquarie, but I learned later that his experience at
the NCP was not pleasant at all. Mike was extremely clever and his was
probably a classic case of being a square peg in a round hole - his way
of looking at things just not fitting the existing NCP system. We caught
up again when he visited New Zealand in his search for another OP
friend; after that we met whenever he visited New Zealand – he was
one of those fortunates who also owned property in the UK and thus
“commuted” every six months to avoid the respective winters.

By his friend Peter King and extracted from Fly Navy, the journal of the
Fleet Air Arm Officers’ Association. [The same issue, Vol 45 No. 1, of Fly
Navy also carries the reprint of an article by Andrew Gleadow, Flight
Deck Yarns, first published in Marine Quarterly in 2015]

Mike left the NCP to go to Port Line and a career at sea, but this
only lasted until his early 20s. Thereafter, he was involved in many
activities, fishing and farming in Cornwall and latterly owning
property there, in Kent, and in New Zealand.

COLIN J STEVENSON (52-56), who died in December 2017,

Some years ago, he was a test pilot for the BAe 146 and also a pilot
on private jet aircraft; it was in this capacity that he told the amusing
story of flying the very rich owner of the plane to Monte Carlo to
visit his mistress, only to be told by her on arrival that he needed a
haircut. Said very rich person duly turned around, re-boarded the
aircraft and instructed Mike to immediately fly him back to London
so his personal barber could make the necessary adjustments.

was an active participant in all College activities. A keen cricketer,
he was an aggressive fast bowler, a strong swimmer and a more than
average student. He had a good voice and was a member of the choir,
and his height made him outstanding on the Parade Ground.
He joined P&O when he left the NCP and moved steadily up the
ranks. In 1967 he emigrated to Australia, where he joined the
Australian National Line, eventually reaching the rank of Captain.
He married his wife Nancy during that time and they had two
children, Mark and Alexandra.
Returning to England in 1978, he left the sea and ran firstly a B&B in
Somerset and then a hotel in Devon. Looking for further challenges
he went to University, achieving first a Bachelor’s degree, then a
Master’s and eventually a Doctorate in Maritime Business and Law.
He lectured at Southampton Institute and later was appointed Dean
at the Institute’s Athens Campus. He undertook several consultancy
roles and ended his career as a Professor at the Centre for Maritime
Studies at the University of Trinidad and Tobago.
On retirement, he returned to his home in Lee on Solent with
his wife Nancy and was never happier than when either watching

Eventually, Mike revisited the NCP for the first time since he had
left some 60 years previously, which he appreciated, but the visit
was not entirely successful in erasing his memories. Even if some did
not quite fit the College system they could still go on to be highly
successful. See you, Mike.
Contributed by Phil Hickling (53-56)

ANDREW T WYNNE (53-57) died peacefully on 30 August
2018 after bravely fighting cancer for 18 months. He leaves a widow,
Rachel, and two grown-up children. Aged 78, Andrew lived in
the Henley-on-Thames area and was a long-standing member of
Huntercombe Golf Club. From 1967-2002 he was a director at the
gaming and amusement machine distributor Claremont Automatics
based in Chinnor. From 2007 to his death he was a distributor for
the Utility Warehouse Discount Club.
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PETER BROKE-SMITH (54-59) died of cancer on 3 January
2018. He was 76. After Port Jackson we both went up to Macquarie
Division, leaving in July 1958 when we both entered the Merchant
Navy in Port Line. I came ashore in 1961 but Peter continued with a
short period with Tate & Lyle and then the Royal Fleet Auxiliary.
In 1968, Peter came ashore and joined Eggar Forrester, a
shipbroking firm in London on the Baltic Exchange. He joined
RB Hunt & Partners where he relocated to Tokyo. On his return
to London he set up Thornton Chartering, a very successful
shipbroking firm. He operated for a number of years as PBS
Shipping, working closely with a number of Russian shipping
companies prior to establishing Anglo Georgian Shipping, a
pioneering partnership with the Georgian Shipping Company to
assist that country to rebuild its merchant shipping fleet after the
breakup of the Soviet Union.
Peter was a devoted father and proud grandfather and after retiring
from shipbroking enjoyed living in the south of Portugal. On the
eve of his 70th birthday he was diagnosed with cancer. He battled
the disease for six and a half years. I saw him briefly the day before
he passed away and we shook hands to say goodbye, 63 years
after our first meeting in Devitt House. We were Best Man to each
other at our weddings and godfathers to each other’s children. A
long, enduring friendship importantly nurtured by our time at the
Nautical College Pangbourne.
Contributed by Tim Rayment (54-58)

STUART (TOBY) HICKMAN (56-60) died at Lincoln
County Hospital on 25 April 2018. He was 75 years old. During his
time at Pangbourne he was in Macquarie, before leaving the Nautical
College to join Union Castle Line – mv Kenilworth with Peter Fleming
(56-60) – during the seamen’s strike in London in August 1960.
Two years later he came ashore and joined the British South
Africa Police in Southern Rhodesia in 1962. He remained in the
BSAP until Zimbabwean independence in 1980. Forced into
retirement, he returned to the UK in 1982 and made a third career
for himself in the security industry until he retired for good in the
early 2000s. His last post was as Security Adviser to the Corps
of Commissionaires.

1960s
DAVID EDWARD HENLEY (57-61) died peacefully at
home on 10 December 2018 aged 74 after a long battle with cancer.
David was a wartime baby, born in Winchester on 23 January
1944. His early childhood was spent between his two grandparents’
homes in Winchester and Lamberhurst in Kent. He went to St
Aubyn’s Prep School when he was eight, and was later joined by
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younger brother, Richard.
He was the oldest son in a naval
family, so the expectation was
always that he would go into
the Navy. Accordingly he made
his way through Pangbourne
and on to Dartmouth. He
spent seven years in the Royal
David Edward Henley (57-61)
Navy serving in HMS Albion
and HMS Cambrian before joining HMS Brereton which was being
deployed on Fishery protection duties. He always had a fascination
with submarines and he greatly enjoyed his time in HMS Aeneas
and HMS Opossum.
During his time in the Navy, he began to feel drawn to ministry,
and made the decision to leave the Navy and train at Salisbury
Theological College. On completing his training, he took up his role
as a Curate in Fareham in Hampshire, before moving to Leigh Park,
and then to Freshwater on the Isle of Wight. He returned to the
mainland to take up his post as Rector of Meonstoke and Droxford,
before his final job as Team Rector of the Chalke Valley group of
churches in Wiltshire.
He was a deeply committed Christian and a valued priest who made
a significant impact wherever he went. His congregations held him
in high esteem and great affection. He leaves two sons and four
grandchildren who will miss him.
Contributed by his brother Christopher

W JOHN H DICK (58-62)
died on 8 November 2018
aged 74 after a long battle with
cancer. After the NCP, John
joined P&O and remained with
the company until he gained his
First Mate’s certificate. In 1966
he did a P64 course with the
Royal Navy; Nigel Hollebone
W John H Dick (58-62)
(59-63) was on the same
course. We met on the Iberia in
1966 and married in New Zealand in 1967. I was fortunate to travel
with him at sea from March to October that year when we arrived
back in the UK. At the end of 1975, we emigrated to Australia where
he lived for the rest of his life, working as an insurance broker in the
Sydney area.
Outside work, he became involved in politics and was a passionate
supporter of West Ham United and the Manly Marlins (a
Sydney rugby union team). He was always on the sideline for his

grandchildren’s sport. In retirement, he was a volunteer with the NSW
Marine Rescue and also became a qualified radio operator. He had a
long struggle with cancer but until this year we were able to travel and
were fortunate to be able to visit family in the UK reasonably often
since making Australia our home. Recurring themes in reminiscences
about him are his love of red wine (“it could solve any problem!”)
and his very distinctive laugh. He is survived by me, our son Stephen,
daughter Kirstie and their families.
Contributed by his wife Nancy

1970s
RICHARD D WALKER (70-73) died in November 2017.
Many obituaries refer to the life achievements of the person rather
than the character. In all respects Rick was a great character.
Pangbourne and Rick were strange bedfellows with neither fully
understanding the other, but they reached an accommodation. The
family ran a successful floor and wall tiling business and this kept
Rick busy through his working life. His passion was rugby which
he played for his local club in Hove for many years, sustaining all
sorts of injuries. If you couldn’t see Rick, you would always know
where he was by the small bonfire of smoke emitting from one of his
many cigarettes. His wicked sense of humour and ability to express
an opinion that left little room for doubt was one of his most
entertaining qualities amongst others. He succumbed to cancer
which he fought with courage and dignity, born from a wonderful
family and a great school.
Obituary written by Nick Devereux (70-73)

RICHARD D SMALL (76-81) died suddenly on 3 December
2017 in Australia. His wife, Jennine Heymer Small, wrote:
“Richard was a kind and gentle man who has left behind 15 year
old twin girls.”

1980s
STEVE POTTER (84-89) died in September 2018. He joined
Pangbourne in 1984 from St. Andrew's School having spent his
early childhood living abroad in Saudi Arabia. Steve enjoyed his
time at school, was very involved with the CCF and represented
the school at every level in hockey, rugby, cricket and swimming.
He was also a very loyal friend with a keen sense of humour and an
infectious laugh who was well liked by both peers and teachers. It
came as no surprise when he became Chief Cadet Captain of the
College in 1988-89, a position he served well.
On leaving the College, Steve took a gap year and travelled around
the world, before starting at Canterbury University. Here he spent
four years gaining his LLB (Hons) in English and French Law. A year
at the prestigious York School of Law followed before he started his

law career. Known for his hard
work and diligence as well as
having high ethical standards, he
developed into an expert, highly
credible lawyer specialising in
the oil and gas industries. This
work took him abroad, initially
to Australia where he met his
wife, and then subsequently
to Singapore where he based
himself to travel around South
East Asia and start a family.

Steve Potter (84-89)

Steve’s funeral was held in Singapore and it was a mark of Steve’s
popularity that the service was packed full of friends that he made
from all around the world with Tim Way (82-87) giving the eulogy.
Steve is survived by his wife MaryAnn and two young daughters
who he adored.
Contributed by Tim Wells (84-89)

1990s
GRAEME ROBERT HAZZY LISTER (96-98) is reported
to have died in a motorcycle accident in Cambodia earlier in 2018.
He left a wife and two young children.

ADAM JAMES PAYNE (95-00) died in the autumn of 2018
aged 35. He rowed in the 1st VIII at Henley Royal Regatta in 1999
and attended the OP Centenary Dinner in 2017. A memorial service
was held at the Falkland Islands Memorial Chapel on 18 November
where a Tribute was given by Adam’s close friend Marcus McKay
(95-00). In part he said:
“Twenty five years ago, I met Adam. We were opposite numbers
in a game of cricket. Adam was playing for St. Andrew's School
and I was playing for Pangbourne. Our first exchange was the
usual banter between batsman and fielder. This banter was to
continue for another 25 years. We were an odd pair, for sure. Adam
flourished at sports and bathed in first class colours for all the
College sports he participated in. In comparison, I bathed in red
wine, tawny port and the occasional brown ale.
Our lasting relationship is testament to the beautiful person
he was. Adam had an ability to see through difference and find
beauty in people. He did this by showing incredible kindness
and giving endless compassion. At Pangbourne, he and his
family showed this loud, lonely lanky Liverpudlian warmth and
friendship. He became part of my family too and formed a close
bond later in life with my wife and children. He had amazing
patience with children. Wherever he went he created memories,
he created laughs and he created something that will always
remain within us. Farewell my friend.”
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BOOKS
The new Books section continues to feature reviews of books written by or about OPs that are brought to our attention. We also debut a new
series, Breezy Island Books, each issue featuring the chosen reads and recommendations of an OP or Honorary OP.
The editors wish to thank Robin Knight (56-61) for his ongoing commitment to compiling and writing book reviews. The full reviews are on
the OP website; space constraints have made it necessary to edit entries on these pages.

THE EXTRAORDINARY LIFE OF MIKE CUMBERLEGE SOE
By Robin Knight
Fonthill, ISBN 13 978-1-78155-722-7, £25
Review by Robin Brodhurst (Honorary OP and Staff, 1990-2012)
Pangbourne has produced many
extraordinary characters over its 100
years. Perhaps none have been as out of
the ordinary as Mike Cumberlege (19-22).
Robin Knight has become deeply fascinated
by this life. His research has been deep,
involving travel, archive research, following
up leads in many unlikely places, and
interviews in three or four countries. As
a result, he has produced a balanced and
fascinating life of a man whose outline is
here, but for various circumstances much
of the detail remains faint - for good reason,
given the circumstances of the last two
years of his life.
From youth Mike had the sea in his blood,
and when he left Pangbourne he worked for
a number of shipping lines before becoming
a skipper himself of large yachts little used
by their wealthy owners - meaning left to
Mike a majority of the time. He used this
time to become intimately acquainted with
the shores of the Eastern Mediterranean.
He was a member of the Royal Naval
Reserve, continuing to train each year back
in England and making connections with
the RN hierarchy, particularly the future
Director of Naval Intelligence, John Godfrey.
Undoubtedly, this connection was useful
when war came and Mike eventually ended
up in Cairo in 1941, working for SOE, Middle
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East - possibly the most unconventional
organisation in the war.
His escapades in helping to evacuate Allied
soldiers from both mainland Greece and
Crete were remarkable enough to earn
him a DSO, and in the process to build a
name for himself in the rather ramshackle
organisation that was SOE in Cairo.
Security was weak, secret papers often
left lying around, together with various
items of military equipment, and various
women (Elizabeth David flits in and out of
the narrative) were frequently living in his
flats. In 1942 Mike was the commander
of a second attempt to block the Corinth
Canal. To say that operation was badly
bungled is true - they were eventually
captured by the Italians and held in a prison
in Athens, before being handed over to the
Germans. He was awarded a second DSO,
posthumously, for this raid.
For over two years Mike was held in
both Mauthausen and Sachsenhausen
concentration camps before being executed
in 1945. The chapters dealing with this
last period of his life are a harrowing read,
and the research involved is impressive,
even if there has to be a lot of “possibly”,
“probably” and “maybe”. There
are precious few records from either

of these two camps, and it is only with
difficulty that a narrative can be pieced
together.
There are some minor criticisms to be
made. A lack of maps is a disappointment
in this day and age, and the place names
on those maps that do exist do not tally
with the names in the book. There are
some quibbles with details – you cannot be
“1,000 miles or more from land” in the Red
Sea, and Sir Harry Maclean was never the
“uncrowned king of Morocco”. However,
these are just quibbles. Robin Knight has
produced a fascinating biography of a
man who is in many ways an archetypical
Pangbournian of a certain generation. The
volume shows us that values inculcated at
a young age can shine through in difficult
times. Mike Cumberlege’s life deserves to
be studied by the present Pangbournians.

THE DARE AND
REFLECTIONS ON THE
SEA VOLS 1 & 2
By Ian Tew (56-60)

THE WATERFOWL MAN
By Dale A. True

FROM STORMY SEAS TO
CALMER WATERS
By Commander Anthony
Pearse (37-41)

Titwillow Publishing, 2018; available
from the author

Garden Wall Publishing, 1806
Hunterwoods Drive, High Point, North
Carolina 27265, USA); ISBN 978-09913719-1-4

Review by Robin Knight (56-61)

Review by Robin Knight (56-61)

Review by Robin Knight (56-61)

In these three self-published books Ian Tew
(56-60) has sought to convey in novel form
the drama and realities of the life of a salvage
skipper working in Asia and the Pacific. The
Dare is an orthodox long-form story spun
out over 349 pages. The two volumes under
the title of Reflections on the Sea are sub-titled
Duty and Honour and Death and Glory, and
take the form of 20 short stories.

This meticulous biography covers the life
and career of Mike Lubbock (57-61), now
70. He is unique in having become one of
the world’s foremost authorities on avian
breeding and behaviour. In his time he
has hunted high and low for birds’ eggs
(his collection is now in the American
Museum of Natural History in New York).
At one point he was Curator at Slimbridge
Wildfowl Trust on the Severn estuary and
advisor to The Queen on duck-breeding
matters. He has criss-crossed the globe
trying to save rare and endangered species,
won 17 World’s First Breeding Awards
and been inducted into the International
Waterfowl Association’s Hall of Fame. It is
some record.

“I consider myself a middle of the road
sort of bloke, not out to set the world
alight and with no specific privileges,” but
someone who has had “a life full, varied and
interesting.” So begins Tony Pearse’s short
account of his 52-year working life written
after he retired for the second time.

All three works echo Captain Ian Tew’s
own career, firstly in the British India
Steam Navigation Company and later as a
salvor captain in Singapore. He returned
to the UK in 1991 and set up a business
before sailing around the world. He has
previously written two memoirs of his years
at sea. Today Ian Tew lives in Milford on
Sea and is hard at work on other memorybased stories. In many ways, his seagoing
experiences cannot be replicated and they
deserve to be recorded.

Brewin Books, 2008, £7.95, ISBN 978-185858-427-0

Recording one’s life for others to read
is always an ambiguous, potentially
hazardous task. Tony Pearse has navigated
safely between the twin shoals of vanity and
tedium to record a working life that was,
indeed “full, varied and interesting.”
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BR EEZY ISL A ND BOOK S
With apologies to BBC Radio4’s long-running radio show of a similar name, we debut a new series asking OPs and
Honorary OPs for their reflections on their time at Pangbourne combined with literary contributions. Our first
interviewee is Mrs Susie Belcher, an Honorary OP known to generations of OPs and Pangbourne families as the
Headmaster’s PA from 1994 until her retirement in July 2018. We hope her selections inspire OPs to try something new!

Breezy Island Books: We’d love you to share
with us your knowledge and experience of
Pangbourne and also a few books which
you would choose if you were to be blown
to a breezy island. What were your first
impressions of the school when you arrived?
Susie Belcher: I started work in the summer
holidays, and was lulled into a false sense
of security! I thought I was entering an oasis
of serenity, a peaceful berth to pass two or
three pleasant years. But then termtime, and
I was caught up in a maelstrom of activity. I
was intrigued by the routines of school life
and the many idiosyncrasies of Pangbourne
in late 1994. The College had a rather
macho, almost feudal, feel to it with few
female teachers or pupils.
BIB: Please share with us your first choice of
book and why you have chosen it.
SB: I love language, and my stand-out book
is The Education of Hyman Kaplan by Leo
Rosten. The book is set during the great
waves of immigration from Eastern Europe
to America in the early 1900s. At the New
York American Preparatory Night School
for Adults the struggle between the kind,
long-suffering teacher Mr Parkhill and his
eager yet hapless immigrant pupils in their
efforts to learn English is a non-stop comedy
of linguistic error. This is the book I pick up
whenever in need of cheering up - it is the
funniest book I have ever read.
BIB: What was it like working for three
different Headmasters? Did your role change?
SB: All the Headmasters were delightful
in their different ways and tactful enough
not to micromanage my role. All had their
own ways of doing things but the essential
responsibilities of my role and my interactions
with other colleagues changed very little.
BIB: Please share with us your second book
and why you have chosen it.
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SB: Suite Francaise by Irene Nemirovsky.
Written in 1941, it is set in the year the Nazis
invaded France and tells the story of the
desperate flight from Paris and the complex
lives of a small rural community under
occupation. Nemirovsky published a range
of haunting novels and short stories before
her death in Auschwitz in 1942.
BIB: What did you love most about
Pangbourne and what unusual things did
you have to do in your role which were
unique to Pangbourne?
SB: I loved most the wonderful colleagues
– I made many friends and had a lot of
fun. A small school allows you to know
everyone and feel very much at home in the
community. I admire the College’s ethos
and was so often amazed at the dedication
of so many colleagues. Lastly, and a real
bonus for me, was the campus. I love the
landscape in all seasons and it will be an
abiding memory. One unique task may be
sourcing the Inspecting Officers for parade
and making all the arrangements. It was a
challenge at times but the Headmaster and I
always got there in the end!
BIB: Please share with us your third book
and why you have chosen it.
SB: A Fine Balance by Rohinton Mistry. I
first read this novel when it was shortlisted
for the Booker Prize. Set in India in the
1970s, this is a vivid, richly textured novel
teeming with memorable characters. You
may laugh, you may cry, you will hang on
every word and feel quite bereft when it is
finished. The storytelling is riveting.
BIB: Describe what Pangbourne is like
now, as you leave?
SB: The fully co-educational Pangbourne
of today is wonderful preparation for life
after school; pastoral care is outstanding;
current pupils are drawn from more diverse

backgrounds and there is vastly increased
academic rigour, while still leaving time for a
truly broad education.
BIB: Please share with us your fourth book
and why you have chosen it.
SB: Birdsong by Sebastian Faulks, particularly
poignant given 2018’s Remembrance
commemorations. Much has been written
about this overpowering novel. It describes
the nightmare of trench warfare during the
First World War with a clinical, precise and
very detailed eye, the restrained language
serving to emphasise the horror. This is a
moving, poignant and important novel about
the horrors of that war though it manages to
end on a hopeful note with the Armistice.
BIB: What are you enjoying in retirement?
SB: The luxury of time! I’ve joined a health
club for the usual pilates and yoga, started
some voluntary literacy work in two local
primary schools and intend to volunteer with
our village parish magazine. I’m doing two
courses at the Oxford University Department
of Continuing Education, on ‘London
architecture since Medieval times’ and
‘Europe since the Cold War’. I enjoy more
time for longer walks with our dog, for seeing
friends and helping out with grandchildren.
BIB: Please share with us your final book
and why you have chosen it.
SB: The Cicero Trilogy: Imperium, Lustrum &
Dictator by Robert Harris. This is cheating as
it’s a trilogy but I couldn’t choose just one;
you need to read all three to get the best of
it. It’s epic storytelling. The Roman republic
is on the edge of chaos in the time of Cicero,
and the story of political machinations in
those violent times is a rollercoaster thriller.
It’s interesting historically, wonderfully
written, and impossible to put down.
Interview by Alexandra Garnier

OP MERCHANDISE
OP, Centenary and College merchandise is available through the Pangbourne College Shop.
Please get in touch with Shop Manager Karen Townsend to place your order: Tel: 0118 976 7476, Email: shop@pangbourne.com
Or visit during opening hours: Mon - Fri: 08:30 - 15:30, Sat: 10:00 - 13:00, term-time only.

OP SILK TIE
Modernised
design
£30

OP SILK BOW TIE
£30

OP SOCKS
Long cotton
socks
£7.50

PAPERWEIGHT
Centenary
£12

CUFFLINKS
Blue
£35

CUFFLINKS
Red
£35

PIN BADGE
Ladies'
£20

PARAVICINI
BADGE
For blazer
£35

A. HUDSON
BOOK
£7.50

L.STEPHENS
BOOK
£10.20

R. KNIGHT
BOOK
£35

CENTENARY
SILK TIE
£25

GILET
Ladies'
£49.50

PARAVICINI
BLAZER
£155

UMBRELLA
Centenary
£35
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OP SPORT
A roundup of team activity and individual OP sporting achievement in the past year.

OP YACHT CLUB ENJOYS ANOTHER
SUCCESSFUL YEAR
The first rally of the year for the Old Pangbournian Yacht Club
(OPYC) was held at Bucklers Hard on the River Beaulieu, taking
advantage of the well-known Beaulieu Boat Jumble weekend.
Following an enjoyable social catch up on Friday, Saturday
saw seven yachts gather - Slipperway, Jenn-Oh, Caper, Otter,
Troubadour, Sundancer of Chichester and Kuonana III (+1 RIB).
A relaxing day spent wandering around the historic Beaulieu
waterfront preceded a dinner on Saturday at the stunning Royal
Southampton Sailing Club. This was a 20-minute boat ride from
Bucklers Hard and with weather closing in, Kuonana III (fully
enclosed) came to the rescue and, with the RIB, transported 25

dominated Malvern, and were in turn dominated by Uppingham. In

people down the river.

the final positioning race, Charterhouse were the opponents with
an exciting neck and neck contest before OPYC rolled over the line

Two landlubbers joined to make a table of 27 for a superb dinner,

in front to a fifth-placed finish out of eight crews. We finished in the

accompanied by a spectacular electrical storm. The three glass

Royal Thames Yacht Club in Knightsbridge where we were joined

walls of the clubhouse allowed for a perfect view. The air cleared on

by Mike Stringer and James Maitland for dinner and drinks into the

Sunday and we were greeted by wonderful sun and lively westerly

wee hours.

winds giving those heading east a great sail ‘home’. It was a lovely,
relaxed first gathering for 2018.
The first competitive race for the year was the Belvidere Cup,
hosted by the Royal Thames Yacht Club. Ian Williams (61-63)
led a crew with varied levels of experience but brimming with
enthusiasm. At bow, handling the sharp end of the spinnaker
work was Ian Kirton (81-88); Andrew Gilruth (83-88) was jib
trimmer, time keeper and originator of sarcastic comments; hugely
experienced offshore racer Robin Myerscough (85-90) trimmed
the main and oversaw boat speed; whilst James Minter (83-88)
brought hours of studying YouTube to bear on the aggressive art of
match race helming.
Races against Abingdon, Wellington and Winchester disappeared
in a rather disheartening series of defeats. Next was Radley, who
incurred a penalty within 30 seconds; we maintained our lead and
clung on to win. A loss against Carthusians followed before we
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The first Fastnet Race qualifiers came in September, and this
was the first for the mighty Troubadour, owned and skippered
by Andy Roy (61-65). The two main aims for the race - get to
Cherbourg from Cowes safely and do not come last - were both
achieved, despite an estimated 12 hour race turning into a 17.5
hour slog against wind and tide. The crew of Peter Kewish (8489), Ian Kirton (81-88), Larry Howard (05-11), David Ogden
(63-67), Jeremy Owen (65-69), James Morrow (84-87) and
Andy’s son Stephan celebrated with lunch ashore and a few
repairs before setting off back to Blighty.
November saw a crew of 10 fulfil a challenge of a lifetime by
completing the ARC Atlantic Race, which began in Las Palmas in
the Canaries and finished in Rodney Bay, in the idyllic Caribbean
Island of St Lucia. After an epic adventure, the OPYC crew arrived
at the finishing line in Rodney Bay in 14 days 1 hour and 5 minutes,
having ‘passed’ some 70 yachts to be met. It was a huge challenge
for the crew but an exhilarating one that will stay in the minds of
all those involved and be endlessly retold to grandchildren.

OP GOLF SOCIETY’S ACTIVE 2018
The OP Golf Society had a busy year with a match against
Huntercombe GC, a summer meeting at Frilford Heath GC and
a well fought match against the College. Many of the society
members also took part in the Centenary Cup which ran from the
spring to the autumn.
The match against Huntercombe GC was our inaugural match
against this club and we are pleased to report that the OPs were
victorious. Nine OPs joined Robin Knight (56-61) for golf and
lunch, and had a thoroughly good day out. The 2019 match takes
place on Wednesday 10 April.
The summer meeting was held at Frilford Heath GC. This was
a new venue on the OP golfing circuit and certainly proved to
be a great success. The two courses we played were in excellent
condition having just staged a regional qualifying competition for
The Open, and the level of OP golf rose to the challenge. There
were some very good scores with William Donaldson (91-96)
winning the Presidents Cup and Ken Jones (81-86) and Charlie
Parry (81-85) winning the afternoon foursomes. There was a
general consensus to return to the club, so in 2019 we will play on
Wednesday 5 June.

There are plenty of exciting dates to keep in the diary for 2019,
including the Three Peaks Yacht Race in June, the Rolex Fastnet
Race in August, and in December the Sydney Hobart Race. Please
email events@opyc.org.uk for more details, and keep up-to-date
with all the latest via the designated Old Pangbournian Yacht Club
page on the College website.

Over the summer months many of the OP golfers competed in
the Centenary Cup. This is a knockout competition run under
the watchful eye of Richard Givan (57-60). There were many
closely fought matches which culminated in the final, played at
The Berkshire GC, between Anthony Clifford (75-82) and Giles
Fuchs (78-83). Anthony’s accuracy off the tee and into the greens
proved too much for Giles and he emerged the outright winner.
Well done to him!
OPs always look forward to their match against the College and 2018
was no different. The College team arrived with a few new faces
and much enthusiasm for the match ahead. Some excellent golf
was played from both sides and the younger College pupils really
excelled themselves. In the closing darkness the final match was won
by the College pair which led to the overall score being a draw. The
College retained the cup as they had won it the previous year. This
year’s match at the Berkshire GC will take place on Wednesday 25
September. The OPs will be looking to win back the cup!
We currently have a largish pool of OPGS members with a core who
get involved in most of the events. I believe we are in good shape as
a society and are even managing to attract some younger members.
Here’s to some good golf in 2019.
Contributed by Charlie Parry (81-85)
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WAITE-ROBERTS LEADS THE WAY AT
HENLEY ROYAL REGATTA
Charles Waite-Roberts (06-11) was the standout for Old
Pangbournians racing at Henley Royal Regatta in 2018, making the
semi-finals of the Prince of Wales Challenge Cup.
Racing in a Leander Club quad with Rowan Law, Olly Stephens and
Andy Loel, the former Harbinger pupil began with a comfortable
win over Leander Club & Army R.C. on Thursday, setting up a
Friday race against Edinburgh University & Oxford Brookes.
On the Friday, Charles’ Leander crew utilised wonderful racing
conditions to produce a superb performance, resulting in a Prince of
Wales Challenge Cup record time of 6.21 at the finish line, winning
by a length and progressing to the next round.
Saturday’s semi-final for the quad came against AASR Skøll from
the Netherlands. Unfortunately this time for Waite-Roberts’
crew, the Dutch proved too strong and went onto beat Edinburgh
University & Nottingham RC in the final.
Charles commented on the Regatta afterwards, saying: “We started
Henley strongly by beating the course record for the Prince of
Wales Challenge Cup on Friday. To our surprise, our record held
throughout the regatta, which gave us some solace as the regatta
packed up for another year. We shall be back with vengeance.”
We’d like to congratulate Charles on reaching the semi-finals and
contributing another fine result in what was Leander Rowing Club’s
200th Anniversary year.

COLLEGE LEAVERS COLLECT FOUNDERS’
DAY WIN IN OP CRICKET MATCH
Amongst the festivities at Founders’ Day 2018 was the traditional
Leavers’ XI vs OP cricket match, with this year’s edition proving to
be a highly entertaining affair.
Blessed with stunning weather, on a day filled with high-quality
sport as England took on Sweden in their memorable World Cup
campaign, both sides set out on a helter skelter 15-over-a-side match.
The OP XI batted first with the College’s current Head of Cricket, Mr
Ryan Cruwys, drafted into the team and contributing to a positive
start by making 16. But it was the OP combination of Casper Sugden
(11-16) and Louis Ingrams (11-16) who upped the run rate, rekindling a
partnership enjoyed in their years at the College.
With Casper successfully negotiating the second over of the innings
delivered by his younger brother, JJ, he went on to make 18 in an
aggressive stand with Ingrams. The latter unfurled a boundary-laden 38
before retiring, and was the mainstay in the OP XI’s batting effort which
saw them put a competitive score of 120 on the board from their 15 overs.
The chase from the Leavers’ XI could hardly have started in better
fashion, with the first over from Casper Sugden being dispatched
for 19 by Fred Hobby (Port Jackson). Hobby, who had a fine year
with bat and ball in the College’s 1st XI, eventually retired for an
excellent 27, but wickets were falling at the other end as the Leavers
went from 40-0 off 4 overs to 60-3.
Hamish Owen (Hesperus) provided renewed impetus in the innings
with another 27 (also retired), including 6 fours, and was well
supported by Will Hebbes (Port Jackson) and Hamish McNaught
(Harbinger), as the Leavers crept closer to the total.
Ollie Newcombe (12-17) was given the final over and despite an early
wicket to give the OPs some hope, the final blow was struck with three
balls to spare by the last batsman, as the College won by 3 wickets,
finishing on 123-7, concluding a thoroughly enjoyable contest.
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The OP Silk Tie and Bow Tie
can be purchased in store or online
www.dege-skinner.co.uk/shop
10% OP reduction on any
bespoke or ready-to-wear suits

Contact William Skinner (OP 1982-1987)
10 SAVILE ROW, LONDON, W1S 3PF, UK • Tel: 020 7287 2941
info@dege-skinner.co.uk • www.dege-skinner.co.uk
degeandskinnerofficial

THE NAVAL CLUB
We hope that Old Pangbournians will give
serious consideration to joining the Naval
Club, full details of which are shown in the
advertisement opposite.
The OP Society enjoys a very good relationship
with the Club, which is where we hold our
meetings and dinners in London.
The Club has a unique location in the
centre of Mayfair with excellent facilities.
If you need a London base during the week
we strongly recommend this Club which
provides everything you need at an extremely
reasonable cost.
If you would like further information please visit
www.navalclub.co.uk or call 0207 493 7672.

Do you need a
home in London?
• Well placed in the heart of Mayfair,
the Naval club is the only London
Club providing a Naval and maritime
environment where all those interested
in the sea can feel at home.
• It is NOT necessary to have been a
Naval Officer to become a member. We
welcome all those with an interest in
maritime affairs and the sea in general.
• The club is open 7 days a week
throughout the year for accommodation
and meals, and offers special weekend
break rates of two nights for the price
of one.
• Private meeting, conference and
function rooms available. Corporate
members also welcome.
For more information visit our website
www.navalclub.co.uk
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